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Abstract
Low autonomy resulting from gender inequalities in women has been identified as a
contributing factor to the disproportionate impact of HIV/AIDS on women, especially in
Sub-Saharan Africa.
This study explored the association between women’s autonomy and HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia using the 2005 and 2011 Ethiopia Demographic and
Health Surveys. The women’s spouses’ perceptions of the women’s autonomy and
socio-demographic variables associated with HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes
identified by the literature were included in the analyses. Multiple linear regression
identified positive associations between women’s autonomy (and men’s perception of
women’s autonomy), socio-demographic variables including education and mass media
exposure and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes.
This study underscores the importance of autonomy, education, and mass media to
initiatives addressing the impact of HIV/AIDS on women. High autonomy, in addition to
comprehensive knowledge and positive attitudes with respect to HIV/AIDS, are
important to HIV/AIDS prevention in women.
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Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The human immuno-deficiency virus (HIV) and acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS) pandemic remains one of the most significant global public health challenges of
our time, despite a global focus and commitment to eradicate the disease. Since the
disease was identified in 1981,over 75 million people have become infected and 36
million have lost their lives to the epidemic.1,2 HIV/AIDS is the leading cause of death in
Sub-Saharan Africa.1–3 According to the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
(UNAIDS), in 2012, 35.3 million people were living with HIV/AIDS globally with 70 %
of those infected residing in Sub-Saharan Africa, a region where slightly over 10 % of the
world’s population resides.4,5 In 2012, 1.6 million deaths world-wide were attributed to
HIV/AIDS and 1.2 million or 76 % of these deaths occurred in Sub-Saharan Africa. 1,2 In
addition, 70 % of the 2.3 million new infections reported globally in 2012 also occurred
in Sub-Saharan Africa. 1
HIV/AIDS has had a tremendous impact in Sub-Saharan Africa, which is the epicenter of
the disease, both socially and economically.6 HIV/AIDS does not affect just the
individual but also their families, communities and countries. 7 HIV/AIDS has had a
devastating impact on the development and economy of Sub-Saharan Africa, since the
majority of those infected are adults, between the ages of 15 and 49 years, who are in
their most productive years. 4,6,8 HIV/AIDS increases overall morbidity and mortality
rates among infected adults, thereby decreasing a country’s gross domestic product
(GDP) or economic output (i.e. through decreased labour product) while increasing
imports of expensive healthcare goods.9,10 Decreases of 2 to 4% in the growth rates of
countries across Sub-Saharan Africa have been reported, 10 and several studies have
found negative correlations between HIV/AIDS and labour productivity in Ethiopia, 11
Kenya,12 and, South Africa.6 A decreasing GDP has important implications for a
population’s demographic and health indicators; decreases in a country’s GDP can result
in less funding for education and basic healthcare services. 9 Hence a decreasing GDP
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can result in the lack of sufficient resources for the detection and prevention of diseases
such as HIV/AIDS which can adversely affect the spread of the disease.9 The impact of
HIV/AIDS is even more pronounced at the household level, where the illness or death of
the household’s main provider leads to loss of income; this can compound the pervasive
poverty in many Sub-Saharan countries.6,9 Women in particular have been
disproportionately impacted by the epidemic.2 Globally, more than half of all HIV
infections occur in women and during 2012, 57% of all people living with HIV/ AIDS in
Sub-Saharan Africa were also women.4 Although the prevalence of the disease varies
among countries across Sub-Saharan Africa, in every region including Ethiopia, women
bear the heaviest burden of this epidemic. 4,13,14
This disparity in HIV/AIDS infection has been partially attributed to the biological makeup of women.9,15–18 The physiology of women’s reproductive systems put them at an
increased risk of acquiring HIV infections from sexual intercourse compared to men. 9,15–
18

Some studies have estimated that the risk of HIV infection from a single intercourse for

women is two 17 to eight times higher than it is for men. 16 In addition, the use of oral
contraceptives, menstruation, cervical erosion, and infection with other sexually
transmitted infections increases the risk of HIV infection in women. 9,15–18
Moreover, gender inequalities resulting from socio- cultural, political, religious, and
economical factors result in the socio-economic disadvantage of women (i.e. women
have less opportunities to obtain an education and employment). 19 Consequently, in
developing countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, where wide disparities in the social and
economic status of men and women exist, women have to rely on men for financial
support.19
Women’s economic dependency on men results in low autonomy in women; that is the
lack of control over their lives and the inability to exercise their own choice in the
decisions that affect their health and well-being as well as the health of their families. 17–
25

Research has shown that women’s autonomy has important implications for many

aspects of women’s lives: family planning and contraceptive use ; access to and
utilization of healthcare; antenatal services; and child health and infant survival.19,23,26–42
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Furthermore, more recent research, 22,25,43–45 has identified low autonomy in women as a
contributing factor to the impact of HIV/AIDS on women. Women who have low
autonomy are unable to negotiate safe sex practices with their husbands or partners which
makes them vulnerable to HIV infection.45 In addition, women’s lack of education and
economic resources prevents them from seeking out HIV prevention information and
resources.45 Women across Sub-Saharan Africa have lower HIV/AIDS knowledge and
more negative attitudes than men.3,13,14,21 Hence, women’s low autonomy fuels the
HIV/AIDS epidemic while hindering prevention and treatment efforts. 22,44
What makes HIV/AIDS in women even more troublesome and tragic is that the disease
does not affect just the women; maternal to child transmission of HIV continues to
maintain the epidemic in children in low income developing countries.4 In Sub-Saharan
Africa, 90% of all HIV infections in children are the result of mother to child
transmission (MTCT).4 Without a current cure or vaccine to combat the disease,
prevention remains the best strategy to manage the epidemic and to prevent new
infections. 22,44 Having accurate and comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge and positive
attitudes toward the disease and to people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) are the
cornerstones to changing people’s behaviours and practices thereby facilitating the
control, prevention and treatment of the disease.7,43,44 The few studies,22,25,43 outside of
Sub-Saharan Africa, that have examined the association between women’s autonomy and
their HIV/AIDS knowledge, attitudes, and practices have found positive associations.
Therefore, enhancing women’s autonomy holds a great potential in addressing the
disparities seen in women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes and the resulting
disproportionate impact of the disease on women.
Importance of this study
This study assessed the relationship between women’s autonomy and HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia, while controlling for socio-demographic factors
such as the women’s and their spouses’ age, education, religion, mass media exposure,
women’s employment and the couple’s residence (urban vs. rural) and wealth index.
These factors have been found to affect women’s autonomy and HIV/AIDS knowledge
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and attitudes.19,21–30,32,36,37,43–46 To date, there are no known studies examining the
relationship between women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes in Ethiopia or in Sub-Saharan Africa. Consequently, this research intended to
address this knowledge gap by advancing our understanding of the relationship between
women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes.
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Chapter 2
2 Literature Review
This chapter provides background demographic and health information on Ethiopia, the
country of interest for this study (section 2.1). Next, this chapter describes some of the
drivers of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in Sub-Saharan Africa, including HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes, and the role of two behavioral change theories in HIV/AIDS
prevention (sections 2.2.1-2.2.4). Sections 2.2.5-2.2.8 describe the main modes of
HIV/AIDS transmission in Sub-Saharan Africa, the impact of HIV/AIDS on women, as
well as the roles that women’s autonomy and men’s perceptions of women’s autonomy
play with regard to HIV/AIDS prevention. The socio-demographic variables included in
this study are listed in section 2.2.9 and section 2.3 provides the rationale for and
objectives of this study.
2.1

Ethiopia: Background

2.1.1

Geography

The Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia, or Ethiopia for short, is a Sub-Saharan
country located in east Africa in a region commonly known as the Horn of Africa. 47 It is
the most populous landlocked country in the world and is bounded by Somalia and
Djibouti to the east, Eritrea to the north, Sudan (now Sudan and South Sudan) to the west
and Kenya to the south (refer to Figure 1 for a map of Ethiopia).47,48 Ethiopia covers a
total land area of 1.1 million km2, which is divided into 9 geographical states called
Oromiya, Amhara, Affar, Tigray, Somali, Benishangul-Gumuz, Gambela, Harari, and
Southern Nations Nationalities and Peoples (SNNP) as well as, two city administrations
called Addis Ababa and Dire Dawa.

13

The Capital, Addis Ababa, is the country’s

largest urban city and had a population of 2.86 million in 2009. 48
Ethiopia’s topography ranges from high mountains such as the Ras Dashen measuring
4,550m above sea level to valleys that lie 110m below the sea level. The country’s
climate varies with its geographical topography with temperatures ranging from 47
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degrees Celsius at the lowlands to about 10 degrees Celsius in the highlands.13 There are
three main seasons in Ethiopia: 1) dry season which runs from September to February; 2) tropical
rainy season which runs from March to April and; 3) warm temperate season that runs from May
to August, with May being hot and dry followed by rains from June to August.

47

The hottest

temperatures occur between March and May and the coldest temperatures occur from November
to January. 13
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Figure 1: Map of Ethiopia
Source: Central Intelligence Agency (1999)49
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2.1.2

Population

As of July 2013, Ethiopia had a population of 93.9 million with an average growth rate of
2.9% per year. 48 The median age was 17.5 years with a life expectancy at birth of 59
years and 62 years for males and females respectively.48,50 The total fertility rate was
5.31 children per woman and infant mortality rate was estimated to be about 58.3 per
1000 live births. 48 The probability of dying for children under age 5 was 68 per 1000 live
births while the death rate for the general population was 306 and 265 individuals per
1000 for males and females respectively.

50

Children account for the vast majority of the

population with children under the age of 14 years comprising 43.3% of the population. 50
Ethiopia is a multi-ethnic country with more than 80 ethnicities and languages. 48 The
four most prevalent ethnic groups are Oromo (34.5%), Amahara (26.9%), Somali (6.2%)
and Tigray (6.1%). 48 The most common languages are Oromo and Amahric, the
country’s two official languages spoken by 33.8% and 29.3% respectively followed by
Somali and Tigrayan which are spoken by 6.2 and 5.9% respectively. 48 Ethiopia’s major
religions are Orthodox Christianity practiced by 43.5% of the population followed by
Islam which is practiced by 33.9%, Protestants comprised 18.6%, African Traditional
religions accounted for 2.6% while 0.7% self identified as Catholics and 0.7% self
identified as others according to the 2007 census.48
In 2011, the majority of the population (83%) was residing in rural regions while 17%
resided in urban locations.

13,48

During that same year, Ethiopia’s literacy rate (the

number of people aged 15 years and over who can read) was very low at 39% and more
males than females were literate (49.1% of males were literate compared to 28.9% of
females in 2009). 48 The average years of schooling for this population was about 9 years
with females having only an eighth grade education while males reached up to grade 10
on average in 2011.48
Unemployment is high in Ethiopia, particularly among the youth, with 24.9% of all youth
(aged 15-24) being unemployed. 48 Unemployment among male youth was estimated to
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be about 19.5% while unemployment among female youth was much higher at 29.4% in
2006.

48

2.1.3 Economy
Ethiopia is a poor country with 29.2% of the population living under the poverty line
(surviving on less than a $1.25 a day)51 at the end of 2010. 48 Ethiopia’s economy is
based mainly on agriculture, a sector that produces about 43% of the country’s GDP,
about 60% of its exports, and employs about 85% of the country’s labour force. Of the
remaining 15% of the country’s labour force, 5% worked in industry while the remaining
10% were employed by the service sector in 2010.48,52 The agriculture sector is
susceptible to droughts and poor cultivation practices which have led to several well
documented famines in the country.52 The country’s main agricultural products include
coffee, various grains and cereals, khat (an herbal stimulant), potatoes and sugarcane.47,48
Major exports are coffee, leather products, oilseeds, khat, and live animals. 47
Ethiopia’s GDP per capita was 1,300 US dollars in 2009, classifying it as a low-income
country.

13,48,53

Ethiopia’s economy experienced rapid growth of 11% per year from

2005 to 2011 and the GDP growth rate was estimated to be 8.5% in 2012.13,53 This
economic growth was attributed to the growth and expansion of agriculture, the industry
sector, entrepreneurship and good governance practices.13,53
2.1.4

Health Status and Healthcare

Because Ethiopia is a poor country, it struggles to provide basic healthcare services to its
citizens. In 2011, the country spent 4.7% of its GDP or 52 US dollars per capita on
healthcare.50 Ethiopia is a member of the United Nations (UN) and has ratified and
pledged to attain the UN’s eight millennium development goals (MDGs) which are: 1)―
Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger‖ 51; 2) ―Achieve universal primary education‖ 51 ;
3) “Promote gender equality and empower women‖ 51; 4) ―Reduce child mortality‖51; 5)
―Improve maternal health‖51 ; 6) ―Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other major diseases‖
51

; 7)―Ensure environmental sustainability‖51 ; and 8)―Develop a global partnership for

development‖51 In its efforts to accomplish these MDGs and improve the country’s
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overall health and economic standing, Ethiopia established programs and strategies such
as the Programme for Accelerated and Sustained Development and Ending poverty
(PASDEP).54 The core strategy of PASDEP is to improve the population’s health
through primary prevention of important diseases such as HIV/AIDS, malaria, maternal
and childhood diseases, diarrheal diseases and tuberculosis.54 The government has
endorsed programs such as the Health Sector Development Plan (HSDP) which has
delivered basic healthcare services such as HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment
services.54 Sustained efforts have resulted in successes toward attaining the MDGs: from
2005 to 2010, there were reductions in infant mortality rates (from 77 to 59 deaths per
1000 live births), under age 5 child mortality (from 123 to 88 per 1,000 births) and
malnutrition in children under age 5 was reduced from 46.7% in 1990 to 35% in 2005.54
In addition, the number of women receiving antenatal care (ANC) increased from 28% in
2005 to 34% in 2010.54 Overall, the country has made great strides toward achieving the
MDGs and their efforts have been fruitful; the percent of the population living under the
poverty line fell from 38.7% in 2005 to 29.6% in 2009.53
Even though the country has made committed and sustained efforts to improve the health
of its population through various programs, mandates, and strategies, there remain many
challenges. For example, although services such as Prevention of Mother to Child
Transmission (PMTCT) and anti-retroviral therapy (ART) are available in Ethiopia, the
country is facing problems reaching all individuals who need it. In 2010, PMTCT was
available in only 54% of ANC clinics.54 In addition, only 40% of pregnant women who
had been tested for and confirmed to be HIV-Positive were receiving ART and, less than
a quarter of babies born to HIV-Positive mothers received prophylaxis.54
2.1.5

Epidemiology of HIV/AIDS in Ethiopia

The first cases of HIV in Ethiopia were identified and reported in 1986 and it is believed
that the disease started in the country in the late 1970s to the early 1980s. 54 The most
common strain of HIV in Ethiopia is HIV-1 subtype C.54 The prevalence of HIV/AIDS
was estimated to be about 1% in 1989 and rose to 5.2% by 1996 but eventually declined
steadily over time.54 The two main sources of HIV data have been the sentinel
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surveillance systems established by the government in ANC clinics and the Demographic
and Health Surveys (DHS) implemented by the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID).54 Sentinel surveillance systems have been useful for collecting
HIV data from specific age groups, particularly women between the ages of 15-24 years,
who are the most frequent users of ANC clinics.54 The sentinel surveillance data have
shown HIV prevalence rates of 5.6%, 3.5% and 2.6% among women aged 15 to 24 years
for 2005, 2007 and 2009 respectively.54 Urban regions were disproportionately impacted
by the disease with prevalence rates of 11.5% and 5.5% for 2003 and 2009 respectively;
the sentinel surveillance HIV prevalence rates in rural areas were lower at 4.6% and 1.4%
for 2003 and 2009 respectively.54
The Ethiopia Demographic and Health Surveys (EDHS) showed population HIV
prevalence rates of 1.4% in 2005 and 1.5% in 2011.13,14 HIV disproportionately impacts
women with the total population prevalence being 1.9% among women, and 1.0% among
men in 2011. 13 In addition, urban populations were disproportionately impacted by the
disease with a total urban population prevalence of 4.2%; prevalence among urban
women and men was 5.2% and 2.9% respectively in 2011. 54 In contrast, the total rural
population prevalence of HIV was 0.6%, with an average prevalence of 0.8% among
women and 0.5% among men.

54

UNAIDS’ HIV prevalence estimate in adults aged 15

to 49 years was 1.3% in 2012. 55 In 2012, the number of people living with HIV/AIDS in
Ethiopia was estimated at just under 800,000, with 590,000 being adults and 170,000
being children (aged 0-14). 54 Of the 590,000 adults living with HIV/AIDS, 64.4%
(380,000) were women. 54 As of 2012, nearly one million (900,000) children between the
ages of 0 and 14 years have been orphaned by HIV/AIDS in Ethiopia. In addition, in
2012 alone, a total of 47,000 deaths were attributed to HIV/AIDS in the country.48,55
Groups that are recognized to be at high risk for HIV infection in Ethiopia include sex
workers, truck drivers, mobile laborers, and particularly women who are part of a serodiscordant couple, where one individual is HIV-positive while the other is HIVnegative.56,57 According to the 2005 EDHS, prevalence of HIV among the 2,968 couples
who were surveyed was 2.1%; and 1.8% of the 2.1% were sero-discordant.54 HIV
Prevalence was 1.1% among the 6,745 couples who were surveyed in the 2011 EDHS;
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and 0.6% of the 1.1% were sero-discordant.54 Of the 1.1% HIV prevalence among
couples in 2011, in 0.7% the women were HIV positive and in 0.4% the men were HIV
positive.54
2.1.6

Ethiopia’s response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic

Over the last decade, the government of Ethiopia has been dedicated to responding to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic. Ethiopia endorsed its National HIV/AIDS Policy in 1998 to
mobilize government groups, non-governmental organizations, and communities to
respond to the epidemic, and ease some of the impacts (i.e. social and economical) of the
epidemic.54 In 2002, the government of Ethiopia declared HIV/AIDS a national public
health emergency and launched the Federal HIV/AIDS Prevention and Control Office
(FHAPCO) with plans to expand its National HIV/AIDS policy.54 FHAPCO established
the National AIDS Council as well as regional and sub-regional AIDS committees and
advisory boards. A major objective of the National HIV/AIDS policy was to promote
gender equality and the involvement of women and youth in its strategies.54 With the
help of its various committees, FHAPCO established strategies and programs to respond
the epidemic such as the voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) services, ART, and
PMTCT services.54 Additionally FHAPCO implemented information education and
communication (IEC) campaigns to educate the general population and to encourage
protective behavioral changes.54 Many media campaigns and educational community
conversations were launched to increase HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes and to
reduce stigma in order to increase and enhance HIV/AIDS control, prevention and
treatment.54
2.2 HIV/AIDS drivers in Sub-Saharan Africa/ knowledge and Attitudes
This section provides an overview of the HIV/AIDS situation in Sub-Saharan Africa,
including the causes and drivers of the epidemic (section 2.2.1). A discussion of
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes including definitions and pertinent background
information and theories of behavior change follow (sections 2.2.2-2.2.4). In addition,
the impact of HIV/AIDS on women is discussed (section 2.2.5). Also, the concept of
women’s autonomy including its definition and background as well as its association with
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HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes are discussed at length (sections 2.2.6-2.2.7).
Sections 2.2.8 explain the association between men’s perception of women’s autonomy
and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes, followed by a list of the sociodemographic variables included in this study.
2.2.1

Drivers of HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa

The devastation of Sub-Saharan Africa by HIV/AIDS has been attributed to factors such
as poverty, civil war and conflict, urbanization and modernization, and cultural and
religious beliefs and practices resulting in high risk behaviors.21 ,58
Rapid urbanization in developing countries has led to large migrations of people from
rural to urban regions in search of better work opportunities and standard of living.58
However, this rapid urbanization in many African countries such as Kenya and Ethiopia
has led to increased poverty in urban areas due to the lack of jobs for large percentages of
these growing populations, predominantly among young adults. 58–60 In addition, rapid
urbanization has led to the deterioration of infrastructure and living conditions by
resulting in the growth of urban slums that overwhelm already scarce healthcare services
and resources. 9,21,58 Frustrations resulting from poverty and high unemployment rates
have been shown to result in risky practices in young men and women such as
unprotected sex, prostitution, and drug use, all factors known to increase HIV/AIDS
infection.21
In addition, modernization has led to the connection of regions, economies, and countries
as well as the rapid spread of HIV by mobile laborers, truck drivers, and others who
travel across borders.58 In 2012, the prevalence of HIV/AIDS was highly heterogeneous
across Sub-Saharan Africa, with some regions having high prevalence rates while others
had low prevalence rates. The highest HIV/AIDS prevalence rates occur in countries in
the southern region of the continent including Swaziland (28.3%) %), Lesotho (24.7%),
Botswana (24.4%), and South Africa (18.4%).4 The lowest prevalence of HIV/AIDS in
Sub-Saharan Africa include countries in the central region of the continent such as the
Democratic Republic of Congo (1.2%) ; countries in the north west region including
Burkina Faso (1.1%), Mauritania (0.6%) ,and Senegal (0.6%); and countries in East
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Africa including Eritrea (0.9%), and Ethiopia (1.5%).4 Heterogeneity in prevalence rates
can also be seen within the same country; differences in prevalence rates are observed
between urban and rural regions and between provinces, districts, and communities.
These differences are due to factors including differences in education, economic status,
mass media exposure, and cultural and religious beliefs resulting in different practices
and behaviors.58,61
In the absence of a cure or an effective vaccine, the best strategy against this epidemic
remains primary prevention resulting from changes in sexual behavior.22,25,43,45 Behavior
change depends on having accurate and comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge and
accepting attitudes toward the disease and people living with the disease.62 UNAIDS has
identified three strategies for addressing the global fight on HIV/AIDS:―1) The reduction
of new infections through primary prevention efforts; 2) improving treatment access,
utilization, and support and; 3) addressing human rights and gender-inequalities‖.4
Addressing these three goals simultaneously is important in effective responses to the
HIV/AIDS epidemic; and for all three goals, knowledge, attitudes, and the promotion of
gender-equality and human rights are important.
2.2.2

HIV/AIDS Knowledge

It is well known that HIV/AIDS knowledge is vital to HIV preventative and protective
behaviors such as: abstinence; the consistent use of condoms; limiting the number of
sexual partners; fidelity; avoidance of breastfeeding by HIV-positive mothers; and the
delaying of marriage and childbearing among women.63–68 Having accurate knowledge
about how HIV is transmitted and prevention methods allows individuals to recognize
their own risk and facilitates changes in high risk behaviors.43,61,66,69,70 Numerous studies
have shown positive association between HIV/AIDS knowledge and the adoption of risk
reducing behaviors such as: the use of condoms, 66,69–73; having being tested for
HIV/AIDS; the use of VCT services 74–77; and treatment adherence.75,78–80 These studies
have found that the non-use of condoms was associated with having insufficient
knowledge about HIV/AIDS and that condom use was the highest among individuals
with higher knowledge about how HIV is transmitted as well as the correct methods of
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prevention. In addition, these studies indicate the importance of knowledge for having
being tested and the utilization of HIV/AIDS VCT services which are important
cornerstones to HIV/AIDS control, prevention and treatment.

81

Having HIV/AIDS

knowledge has also been found to be essential in reducing MTCT of HIV/AIDS,82–86 the
most important driver of HIV/AIDS infections in infants and children.2,82,87
The large DHS have been collecting information on HIV/AIDS knowledge, attitudes, and
practices in over 60 countries since 1988. 88 From these surveys, much is now known
about the relationship between people’s HIV/AIDS knowledge, attitudes, practices, and
behaviors in different countries across the globe. Large organizations such as the World
Health Organization (WHO), UNAIDS, and USAID use information collected by surveys
such as the DHS to monitor HIV/AIDS incidence and prevalence and to evaluate their
HIV/AIDS response programs and strategies.88
The DHS defines general HIV/AIDS knowledge as knowing the two most common
methods of HIV prevention: 1) ―The consistent use of condoms and; 2) limiting the
number of sexual partners to one faithful partner who is not infected, in those who have
heard of HIV/AIDS‖.13,14 Comprehensive knowledge is defined by the DHS as knowing
the two most important methods of avoiding HIV infection (i.e. ―limiting the number of
sexual partners to one partner who is not infected and who is faithful and the consistent
use of condoms‖)13,14; being able to reject the two most common misconceptions about
the disease in the area (i.e. a person can get HIV from a mosquito bite or from sharing a
meal with an HIV-positive person)13,14 ; and knowing that a person who looks healthy can
carry the HIV/AIDS virus.13 14 Although general knowledge is high across Sub-Saharan
Africa, the epidemic continues to escalate unabated.3, 65, 89 Comprehensive knowledge is
considered to be more important than general knowledge for individuals to be able to
protect themselves from HIV infection. 3,13,14,69
Comprehensive knowledge enables individuals to practice preventative behaviors.
Ignorance such as the belief that HIV/AIDS only happens to specific type of individuals,
or certain risk groups, or than it is the will of God, as well as misconceptions about the
modes of transmissions (i.e. that a person can get HIV from sharing food with an infected
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individual, or from mosquito bites, or that a healthy looking individual cannot have
HIV/AIDS) put individuals at risk of infection.69,89 Therefore, having comprehensive
knowledge about how HIV is transmitted as well as the correct methods of prevention are
essential in HIV prevention.3 Over 30 countries in Sub-Saharan Africa now have DHS
available; and the DHS in each country assesses comprehensive knowledge in adults aged
15-49 years using a representative sample of the population. Hence, the DHS surveys
have been an informative source of information with regards to people’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes in countries across Sub-Saharan Africa.3
UNAIDS has been interested in monitoring population knowledge levels (i.e. people
between the ages of 15 and 49 years) as well as the comprehensive knowledge of specific
age groups (i.e. young men and women aged 15-24 years who have the highest risky
behaviours). 4 Comprehensive knowledge remains low across Sub-Saharan Africa. Only
in three countries (Swaziland, Kenya, and Namibia) did a large number of young people
(men and women aged 15-24 years) have comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge.3
Furthermore, in 2009, the average comprehensive knowledge for adults aged 15-49 years
across Sub-Saharan Africa varied from 7% in Chad to 54% in Rwanda for women, and
from 11% in Benin to 58% in Rwanda for men. 89 The average comprehensive
knowledge of men and women in Sub-Saharan Africa is about 30% and 20%
respectively.89 Therefore, the majority of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa have failed to
meet the United Nations General Assembly Special Session (UNGASS) on HIV/AIDS’
goal of achieving 95 percent comprehensive knowledge across the globe by 2010,
especially among young adults. 3,90 In Ethiopia, comprehensive knowledge is low much
like the rest of Sub-Saharan Africa; in 2011, only 32% of men and 19% of women aged
15-49 years had comprehensive knowledge, a slight increase from 2005, when 16% of
women and 30% of men had comprehensive knowledge.13,14,65
Several studies have found that although HIV/AIDS knowledge is necessary, that
knowledge alone is not sufficient to influence people’s practices and
behaviors.63,66,69,79,91–93 Theories of behavioural change including Bandura’s Socialcognitive theory, Azjen’s Theory of Reasoned Action, the Health Belief Model (HBM),
the Theory of Planned Behavior and the Information-Motivation-Behavioural (IMB)
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skills theory all stipulate the necessity of knowledge for behavioural change.79,94–96
However, others factors such as the belief that the outcome is worth the effort, the belief
that one is capable of carrying out an action to bring about the outcome, as well as the
perception of disease severity and personal risk are also necessary for effective behavior
change.66,94,95 Ochako et al., 21 found that men and women who perceived themselves to
be at risk of contracting HIV and who had knowledge that condoms would prevent
infection were more likely to use condoms than those who had knowledge but did not
perceive themselves to be at risk. Hence, HIV/AIDS knowledge is critical to the fight
against HIV/AIDS and has been an important focus of UNAIDS’ and WHO’s initiatives
to reduce HIV/AIDS.4,97 In 2008, the WHO reported that only 38% of women across the
globe had comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge, further highlighting the danger of being
a woman in the era of HIV/AIDS.97
2.2.3

HIV/AIDS Attitudes

HIV/AIDS knowledge is also important for reducing stigma and discrimination thereby
improving people’s attitudes toward people infected or affected by HIV/AIDS.17, 81,

98

Stigma has been both a consequence of HIV/AIDS and an important driver of the
epidemic. 17 Stigma resulting in discrimination and negative attitudes toward PLWHA
has been a key barrier in the many efforts, initiatives, and programs aimed at the control,
prevention and treatment of the disease globally but especially in Sub-Saharan
Africa.7,43,61,99–103 HIV/AIDS attitude is defined as the view, perception or feelings that
people hold toward HIV/AIDS and PLWHA.100, 102 Addressing negative attitudes toward
HIV/AIDS and to PLWHA is paramount in any strategy intended to increase testing,
support, care, treatment and prevention of HIV/AIDS and the long-term reduction of the
epidemic and its many psychological, social and economical impacts.80,81,99,100,102–107
Negative attitudes toward HIV/AIDS and PLWHA are the result of deep rooted stigma
resulting from societies’ cultural and religious beliefs. 7,103 Culture and religion often
stipulate what behaviors are moral and acceptable, and what behaviors are immoral and
should be punished. 7,107 Stigma is the process of reducing an individual or group’s worth
in the eyes of society by attributing unfavorable characteristics to the individual or group
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and the subsequent behavior of discrimination against that individual or group. 7,108
Stigma, which is often rooted in ignorance, misinformation, and stereotypes, results in
fear of, and the discrimination against, PLWHA and hinders HIV/AIDS prevention,
treatment and support. 81,103,105, 106
Many people across Sub-Saharan Africa are religious.7 Religion has played both
supportive and detrimental roles in the HIV/AIDS epidemic.7 Religions stipulate how
individuals should conduct themselves and identify certain behaviors, especially those
related to sexuality, as immoral.7 Many societies hold strong beliefs that the HIV
epidemic is God’s vengeance against individuals or groups as a result of their immoral
practices.77,102,104 Thus, religion can promote stigma, discrimination, and negative
attitudes against PLWHA by labeling them as ―sinners‖ and by making the assumption
that the disease is the result of individuals having engaged in immoral practices.7 On the
other hand, religion can play a positive and supportive role in the lives of PLWHA as
many people (including PLWHA) turn to religion as a coping mechanism during times of
illness.7 Therefore religion can also provide comfort and support for PLWHA.7
Stigma, discrimination and negative attitudes toward HIV/AIDS and PLWHA are
pervasive in Sub-Saharan where the HIV/AIDS epidemic has been the most
devastating.77,107 Stigma and the resulting discrimination and negative attitudes toward
PLWHA lead to the labeling, stereotyping, social distancing and alienation, the denial of
services and human rights, the enforcement of discriminatory laws and policies, and even
in acts of violence against the individual or groups.7,102 In addition, stigma often results
in self-stigma and low self-esteem which in turn result in secrecy, denial and high risk
practices among PLWHA that maintain the spread of the disease.7,103,104 Stigma is a
multi-layered construct and three types of HIV/AIDS related stigma have been identified:
1) self stigma where an individual blames him or herself; 2) perceived stigma where the
individual fears that people will stigmatize him or her if they find out his or her HIV
positive status and; 3) enacted stigma where people actively discriminate against HIVpositive individuals.103Hence, stigma in its various forms can exist and manifest itself at
many different levels such as the individual, community, institutional and legislative
levels affecting all aspects of an infected or affected person’s life.101,102,103 At the
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individual level, stigma and the resulting discrimination and negative attitudes affect the
health and well-being of the individual as the individual experiences feelings of shame,
self-blame, low self worth, fear of abandonment, and violence. 106,103 This fear leads to
secrecy and denial, which are barriers to getting tested and treated and to the practice of
preventative behaviors.7 81,99,103 Even when individuals are aware of their HIV-positive
status, fear of blame, abandonment, discrimination, ostracism, and violence deter them
from sharing their results. 7,54, 103 Discrimination against PLWHA include people’s
refusal to eat with, socially engage with, or buy goods from HIV-positive individuals
have been reported.74, 103 Furthermore, the de-valuing of PLWHA leads to the erroneous
assumption that they cannot contribute to society and leads to the loss of status.7
Since many societies in Sub-Saharan Africa are communal, 7,101 an individual’s HIVpositive status and also its consequent stigma, discrimination and negative attitudes do
not affect just the individual but also their families and communities.7,101As a result,
PLWHA do not bring shame and discrimination to just themselves but to many others.
Studies have shown that some families of PLWHA hide individuals, thereby preventing
them from seeking treatment and social support, while others encourage the individuals
to avoid disclosure of their status in order to avoid discrimination and rejection by their
communities.7 Yet others,105 have shown that some communities deny the existence of
AIDS altogether in their communities and attribute deaths among PLWHA to other
causes. Hamra et al.,101 found that stigma even affects family members’ ability to seek
treatment and support for HIV-positive orphans. Stigma, discrimination and negative
attitudes at the institutional level result in the loss of jobs, the denial of healthcare
services, educational opportunities, and social- welfare and support for PLWHA. 103,105
In healthcare settings, discriminatory practices such as the denial of drugs and treatment,
confidentially breaches, being ignored or verbally abused, early discharges, and not
receiving protocol services because doctors and healthcare personnel believe that patient
was going to die anyway have been reported. 103
Hence, HIV/AIDS stigma and the consequent discrimination and negative attitudes
present one of the key challenges faced by HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment programs
and initiatives across Sub-Saharan Africa.7,80,81,99,100 Numerous studies have reported that
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negative attitudes have been a key factor in the low uptake of VCT services.77–
87,92,99,100,105

Fear of social isolation, loss of employment or income and the abandonment

by families, spouses, and communities remain important obstacles to the uptake of VCT
services and treatment for PLWHA.80 ,102–104 Moreover, the unabated spread of the
disease is the direct consequence of HIV positive individuals transmitting the infection to
others either knowingly or unknowingly due to the fear of this deep rooted stigma,
discrimination and negative attitudes.7,80,81 Studies have found that stigma and its
consequent discrimination and negative attitudes were associated with test avoidance,81
the perception of adverse testing outcomes and the lack of testing benefits,74,81 the nondisclosure of HIV status,102 and increased high risk behaviors among PLWHA. 81, 102
Like HIV/AIDS, stigma and negative attitudes impact women disproportionately.7 In
many Sub-Saharan societies, gender inequalities exacerbate women’s vulnerability to
HIV/AIDS.7 The process of stigmatization is linked to power.7,102,105 Many cultures
expect women to be naïve about sexuality and to remain pure until marriage.7 Hence,
many women do not seek out reproductive health information and services and they are
often reluctant in negotiating safe sex practices.7 These same power imbalances also lead
to women being made the scapegoats for HIV transmission.109 Women are often
accused of being responsible for HIV infection when many studies have shown that men
are generally the vector for the disease as a consequence of their extramarital relations
and practices of polygyny in some African countries where a man has multiple wives. 7
Therefore, many women fear being accused of extramarital relationships and avoid VCT
services. Even in cases where women do seek out testing and know their HIV-status,
they are often reluctant to share the results due to the fear of abandonment, divorce, and
violence by their husbands and social stigma and alienation by their families and
communities.7,102, 108
Comprehensive and accurate knowledge of HIV/AIDS is associated with less stigma and
more positive attitudes toward PLWHA.81,101 Therefore, HIV/AIDS knowledge remains
the single most effective way of combating stigma and the resulting negative attitudes
toward PLWHA and the encouragement of test seeking, support and treatment for
HIV/AIDS.81,101 Addressing stigma will result in more positive attitudes in individuals
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and communities and the uptake of HIV services and support and the control and
decrease of the epidemic. 104
Surveys such as the DHS have been instrumental in monitoring the progress and changes
in HIV/AIDS attitudes in many countries across the globe. Attitude is measured in the
DHS by asking respondents if they would: ―1) keep a family member’s HIV infection a
secret; 2) care for a family member or relative who is infected with HIV; 3) buy
vegetables from a vendor who has the AIDS virus and; 4) whether they feel a female
teacher infected with HIV should be allowed to continue teaching children in school.‖13,
14

The DHS use these questions to assess people’s attitudes toward PLWHA. For

example, the DHS considers an individual who responds ―no, I would not want to keep a
family member’s HIV infection a secret‖ to be showing positive and accepting attitudes
toward PLWHA while one who responds ―yes, I would want to keep a family member’s
HIV infection a secret‖ would be considered to be showing negative and non-accepting
attitudes toward PLWHA. Hence, the DHS uses respondents’ answers to these questions
to gauge attitudes toward PLWHA.
In Ethiopia, positive attitudes toward PLWHA have increased to 17% for women and
28% for men in 2011 from 2005, when 11 % of women and 17% of men expressed
accepting attitudes. 13, 14 Overall, across Sub-Saharan Africa and in Ethiopia, HIV/AIDS
comprehensive knowledge and attitudes remain low; women have lower levels of
knowledge and more negative attitudes than men which hampers HIV response efforts in
this disproportionately affected population. 13, 14
2.2.4

Theories of behavioral change and HIV/AIDS prevention

To address the HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes gaps and the consequent HIV/AIDS
disparities in women in Ethiopia and across the Sub-Saharan Africa, several of the more
than 30 behavioral change theories have been applied to HIV/AIDS prevention and
treatment programs.93,110,111 The social-cognitive theory which has been modified from
Bandura’s social learning theory is the most comprehensive of the behavioural change
theories and has been utilized to facilitate HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment programs.
96,106

In this theory, knowledge about the disease (what it is, how it is transmitted, and
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how it can be prevented) is a necessary condition for behavioural change to occur.96,112 In
addition, self motivation to perform preventive measures resulting from the
understanding of disease severity, personal risk and the benefits of prevention, and the
expectation that taking the preventative measures will result in the expected outcome (i.e.
protection) are also needed.96 As well, individuals need to feel capable of performing the
behaviors (i.e. have self-efficacy); thus facilitators of behavioural change such as skills,
tools, services, and support are also essential. Moreover, barriers to prevention behavior
such as the lack of skills, services, support and negative attitudes resulting from fear of
being stigmatized need to be removed.96,110,112 Hence, the comprehensiveness of this
theory in addressing the various factors that affect behavior change has made it a
successful behavior change facilitator with respect to HIV/AIDS prevention and
treatment programs and strategies.96,110,112 Figure 2 demonstrates how the social
cognitive theory is used to facilitate HIV prevention and highlights the importance of
knowledge and attitudes to behavioural changes and HIV prevention.
Another theory that has received much attention in recent years is the InformationMotivation-Behavioural skills (IMB) theory, which is geared to toward contraceptive use
and HIV prevention.106 This theory stipulates that behavior change programs require the
transfer of accurate HIV knowledge, and the motivation of individuals to acquire
knowledge and to act on it, to facilitate behavioral change such as HIV preventative
behaviors, and medication adherence. 106 Thus, prevention and treatment adherence
programs must not only provide appropriate and accurate knowledge about the disease
but they must motivate individuals to change their attitudes (by increasing their
perception of risk and self-efficacy) and by providing the necessary tools, skills and
support while removing barriers such as negative attitudes to facilitate behavior
change.93,106 Studies have shown the IMB theory to be moderately effective in HIV
prevention programs.110–114 Figure 3 provides an illustration of how the IMB theory is
applied to HIV prevention programs. Hence, the social cognitive and the IMB theories
demonstrate the importance of knowledge and attitudes to high risk behavioural change
and the fight against HIV/AIDS
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Knowledge
I know what HIV/AIDS is,
how it is transmitted &
how to prevent it
Benefits of change
I can prevent HIV
transmission if I use
condoms/limit # of
partners

Self-efficacy
I can use condoms

Behaviour

HIV-infection

Change

prevention

Outcome expectations
If use condoms I can
protect myself from
HIV/AIDS

Facilitators-positive
attitudes, skills, availability
of services and support
Barriers-negative attitudes,
lack of skills and selfefficacy, motivation
Figure 2: Social Cognitive Theory applied to HIV/AIDS
prevention
Adapted from Munro et al.(2007)110
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Moderating factors
affecting prevention
Education
Access to resources
Socio-economic status
HIV/AIDS attitudes,
religion, social norms

Prevention
Information
I know what
HIV/AIDS is
and how to
protect myself

Prevention
motivation
Using condoms
will protect me
from HIV
infection and it
will ensure that I
stay healthy

Prevention
behavioural
skills
I know how
to use
condoms
correctly

Prevention
behavior
-Correct &
consistent
use of
condoms

Health
Outcomes
-HIV
prevention

Figure 3: Information-Motivation-Behavioral skill (IMB) theory applied to
HIV/AIDS prevention
Adapted from Munro et al.(2007)110
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2.2.5

Transmission of HIV/AIDS and the disease’s impact on women

Connell’s theory of gender and power explains the disproportionate impact of HIV/AIDS
on women across the globe and especially in developing countries.16,115–118 This theory
stipulates that there are three social constructs that depict men’s and women’s gendered
relations:1) the sexual division of labor; 2) the sexual division of power and; 3) the
structure of cathexis.115 The sexual division of labor pertains to the men and women’s
allocations to different occupations, with women generally being allocated to lower status
jobs than men. 16,115–118 Social mechanisms maintain the sexual division of labor with
women doing ―women’s work‖ such as child rearing and household labor while men are
responsible for generating the household income.16,115 Thus, this sexual division of labor
manifests in gender inequalities with women becoming dependent on men for financial
support. Women’s dependence on men puts them at risk for adverse health outcomes
such as HIV/AIDS.16,118 Women who depend on their partner for financial support are
less likely to negotiate preventative behaviors and are more likely to engage in risky
behaviors such as prostitution. Thus the manifestation of this sexual division of labor and
the consequent financial dependency of women on men results in socio-economic risk
factors for women.16,118
The second dimension of the gender and power theory pertains to the sexual division of
power between men and women. Power is defined as ―having power to act or change or
having power over others.‖16 The sexual division of labor resulting in the financial
dependency of women on men leads to the sexual division of power with men having
more power over women.16,118 This sexual division of power further increases the
inequalities between the genders with women being at disadvantage and vulnerable to the
manifestations of this power difference such as violence against women.16,17,118 Power
differentials hence increase women’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS and other adverse health
outcomes.
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The third component of the gender and power theory, cathexis (also known as the
affective attachments and social norms), pertains to the affective or emotional
attachments between men and women and the surrounding social norms influencing these
relations. 16,115 Cathexis leads to beliefs and stereotypes such as that younger women are
attracted to older men and vice versa. 16,115 These stereotypes and beliefs become
perpetuated in populations further increasing gender inequalities; large age differences
between men and women are known to increase power imbalances further exacerbating
women’s vulnerability to HIV/AIDS infection and other adverse health outcomes.4,16,118
These three components of the gender and power theory overlap and are interdependent.
16,115

In addition, these three components can manifest at different levels of society .

Hence, the division of power is rooted in societies through historical and socio-political
forces that maintain the division of power between the genders and the attribution of
different social roles on the basis of an individual’s gender. 16,115 Therefore, genderdetermined roles result in inequalities that disadvantage women while empowering men.
Consequently, gender-inequalities resulting from the power imbalances have led to the
differential distribution of HIV risk factors between men and women, with women being
more vulnerable.16,18,119 In societies, where the manifestation of gender-inequalities are
pronounced as a result of higher power imbalances that are due to the socio-economic
disadvantage of women , women are especially more disproportionately impacted by
HIV/AIDS than men.17,18 For instance, in Sub-Sahara Africa, where the transmission of
HIV is mainly through heterosexual sex, women in marriages or in long-term cohabiting
relationships are particularly vulnerable to HIV infection.57,120–122 One study that
estimated the percentage of heterosexual HIV transmissions occurring in marriages or
cohabiting relationships (using the 2001/2002 Zambia DHS and the 2005 Rwanda DHS)
found that between 60% and 94% of new heterosexual HIV infections occurred in
marriages or long-term cohabiting relationships.57
In Ethiopia and many other Sub-Saharan cultures, marriage is the sanctioned institution
for having children and having many children is not only encouraged but is expected.122
This expectation places pressure on the women to continue bearing children and
discourages contraceptive use that would be protective against HIV/AIDS.122 Marital
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status has been found to influence women’s risk perception and sexual practices.99,122
Women who are married or are in long-term cohabiting unions naively believe that
marriage or unions confer safety to them and are less likely to use preventative
methods.7,16,122 Hence, marriage and monogamous relationships ironically expose
women to high rates of HIV infection as well as the risk of transmission of the infection
to their children through MTCT.69 A study by Tamiru and et al, 122 looked at fertility and
HIV/AIDS in Ethiopia and found that even when women perceived themselves to be at
risk of HIV infection, their desire for more children out-weighted their desire to engage
in HIV preventative practices such as contraceptive use.
Studies have shown that women engage in HIV preventative behaviours (i.e. the use of
condoms) less often than men do.16,93,123 Fear of being accused of promiscuity and the
consequent violence against women are important barriers to the use of prevention
methods such as condoms among women in Sub-Saharan Africa.3,7,69,119 Sub-Saharan
Africa has the highest rates of intimate partner violence (i.e. violence against women by
their husbands or sexual partners) in the world.124 In 2013, the WHO reported that
intimate partner violence was the highest in central Sub-Saharan Africa at 65.6%; it was
also high in the east, south, and west regions of Sub-Saharan Africa at 38.8%, 29.7% and
41.8% respectively, well above the average global estimates of 26.4%.124 Several studies
have shown that gender violence increases women and girls’ risk of acquiring
HIV/AIDS.125–127 In addition, pregnant women are often afraid of being blamed for
passing the infection to their babies and thus avoid prenatal care and testing and vital
treatment for themselves and their children.77,81,99 Therefore, fear of violence, stigma,
discrimination and negative attitudes remain major barriers for girls and women’s access
to reproductive health services and resources.4,77,97 As a result, married and cohabiting
women often engage in unsafe sex practices even when they may be aware that their
partners are engaging in extramarital sexual relations. 128 In addition, young women who
are not married in these countries often resort to sleeping with older men for money and
gifts in order to survive, which exposes them to high risk of HIV infection.21 HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes are therefore of little use to women if they feel powerless to
negotiate safe sex practices with their husbands or partners. The WHO has
acknowledged that gender inequalities such as violence against women and girls, rape,
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and un-equal access to education and economic opportunities are hampering efforts in the
fight against this global epidemic. 97 In fact, these gender inequalities have led not only
to high incidence and prevalence of the disease in women but women are also acquiring
the disease at younger ages than their male counterparts.4,17,127
Having HIV/AIDS impacts women’s lives in many ways.4 Women who have HIV/AIDS
are almost 2 times more likely to acquire a tuberculosis infection in Sub-Saharan Africa
compared to men of the same age who are infected with HIV.4 They are also at an
increased risk of cervical cancer.4 In addition, when women become pregnant, there is a
risk of passing the infection to their children through MTCT.4 2.9 million children were
living with HIV/AIDS in Sub-Saharan Africa in 2012 and the majority (90%) of these
infections were the result of MTCT.2 Fortunately, preventative practices such as
consistent condom use, limiting the number of sexual partners and fidelity are effective in
HIV prevention.2,7 Moreover, ART is fairly effective in improving the quality of life of
PLWHA and in decreasing AIDS related deaths.4 In addition, treatment of HIV with
ART greatly reduces the transmission of the infection through sex as well as MTCT by
reducing the viral load.2, 7 Furthermore, ART has been found to decrease tuberculosis
infection, the leading cause of death in AIDS patients in developing countries and
particularly in Sub-Saharan Africa.2 However, inadequate levels of HIV/AIDS
knowledge and negative attitudes resulting from stigma and gender-inequalities remain
key barriers to accessing HIV services and treatment in Sub-Saharan Africa. In 2012,
only 34% of all people eligible for ART actually received it.2
2.2.6

Women’s Autonomy

Although the numerous factors previously discussed contribute to the disproportionate
impact of HIV/AIDS on women, one factor that has received a lot attention in recent
years is women’s autonomy. Low autonomy resulting from gender- inequalities has been
named a major contributor to the disparities in HIV/AIDS infection among
women.25,43,45,122,129 Women’s autonomy was defined by Dyson and Moore as ―the
technical, social and psychological ability to obtain information and use it as the basis of
decision making about one’s private concerns and close relations‖.31 Jejeebhoy and
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Sathar,32 defined women’s autonomy as the ―control women have over their own lives
and the extent to which they have an equal voice with their husbands in matters affecting
themselves and their families, control over material and other resources, access to
knowledge and information, the authority to make independent decisions, freedom from
constraints on physical mobility, and the ability to forge equitable power relationships
within families.‖ Thus, women’s autonomy pertains to women’s status or power in their
households and whether or not they have a say in the decisions that affect them and their
families. In the literature, Jejeebhoy’s five interdependent components of autonomy are
well recognized: 1) autonomy of knowledge, 2) decision- making autonomy, 3)
autonomy of movement, 4) emotional autonomy and 5) economic/self-reliance
autonomy.33
According to, Jejeebhoy,33 the autonomy of knowledge stipulates that women who are
free to obtain information and knowledge through a formal education or as a result of
their exposure to the world are better able to navigate their lives and have a much better
understanding of their world.33 For instance, access to mass media such as television,
radio, newspapers and magazine and/or attendance at worship services and community
gatherings are all informal ways that women can acquire knowledge and information
which might then help them with making decisions about their own lives.33–35 Decisionmaking autonomy pertains to women’s abilities to contribute to the decisions pertaining
to their households, their own health as well as the health of their families.33 Thus
women’s decision-making ability is a reflection of their influence and power in their
households compared to their partners or husbands.19 The autonomy of movement
component encompasses women’s ability to move about freely to conduct their daily
affairs without requiring permission from their spouses or other family members.33
Emotional autonomy pertains to women’s freedom to social relationships, their abilities
to form strong emotional bonds with their husband and their abilities to feel safe from
spousal abuse and domestic violence.33 The last component of women’s autonomy,
economic autonomy/self-reliance, pertains to women’s ability to control or access
economic resources (.i.e. house hold income or through employment) and to feel
confident and reliant on their own abilities.33 Hence, autonomy affects women’s ability
to make decisions regarding their private affairs, particularly their own health and well-
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being as well as the health and well-being of their families. As a result, autonomy is
important in all aspects of women’s lives. 32
Women’s autonomy is a multi-dimensional concept that encompasses the five
interdependent components described above. This multi-dimensional concept of
autonomy comprises both agency and resources; agency being the women’s ability to
exercise her rights and freedoms in the various facets of life including psychological,
reproductive, economic, and socio-cultural aspects and having the resources to do so.130
Thus, agency is the process by which a woman exercises her own free choice in decisions
affecting herself and her family and resource is the physical, social and emotional aspects
that enable her to carry out this choice.32,33
Large surveys such as the DHS are now collecting information on some components of
women’s autonomy in countries across the globe to further our understanding of how
women’s autonomy affects various outcomes important in the lives of women such as
HIV/AIDS. The DHS uses indicator questions to gauge the components of women’s
autonomy; generally the DHS focus on women’s decision-making, emotional and
movement autonomy. However, the measured components may differ between countries.
For instance, in South Asia, where women’s movement autonomy is very limited, DHS
focuses on this component. However, in Sub-Saharan Africa, where women enjoy higher
levels of movement autonomy as a result of the expectation of women to contribute to the
household income, DHS focuses on decision-making, emotional and economic/selfreliance autonomy. Questions aimed at assessing the decision-making autonomy of the
women focus on who in the household has the final say on purchasing and preparing
food, taking care of the children’s education and well-being, the number of children to
have, making major and minor household purchases as well as who decides on the
healthcare needs of the women and the use of the household income.13, 14,
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Questions

assessing the women’s autonomy of movement generally ask the women whether or not
they require permission to go to places such as the market place, hospitals, health clinics,
and to relatives or friends’ houses.13 ,14 Questions assessing women’s economic
autonomy ask the women whether or not they have access to their spouse’s earnings; who
decides how to spend the household’s income; whether or not the women can work
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outside the home and if they do work, who decides on how to spend those earnings.13 ,14
The DHS assesses women’s emotional autonomy by asking them whether or not wifebeating is justified under various circumstances and whether the women fear their
husbands and other family members. Additionally, to assess emotional autonomy, the
DHS asks the women whether or not refusing sex with their husbands or partners is
justified under various circumstances.13,14,131
Women’s autonomy is measured relative to that of men and many of the components of
autonomy are cultural context dependent. 24,31 Hence, autonomy is strongly influenced
and affected by the existing social and cultural environment.20,24,31 A key assumption of
the concept of autonomy is that in all cultures women are part of a gender stratified social
system governed by shared norms and values where men have control over women and
the decisions that affect women’s lives. 24 Therefore, an individual woman’s autonomy
does not exist in isolation from her environment. 24 In addition, the various components
of autonomy do not have the same weight or importance in all cultural contexts; women
may have high autonomy in some components while being deprived of other components
even within the same cultural context and often across cultures.20,24,31 Therefore, the
components of autonomy that are the most important in South Asia differ from those in
Southeast Asia which differ from those in Africa and elsewhere. Consequently,
autonomy varies between cultures and countries and sometimes even sometimes even
within the same country due to differences in the prevailing cultural norms practiced.132
In Sub-Saharan Africa and particularly in east Africa, the normative societal organization
is based on patriarchal systems where men exercise power over women.133 Various
cultural and religious beliefs and traditions restrict women’s autonomy and place them in
subordination to men.19,26,27,44,133 In many African societies, lack of control over their
own sex lives and the sex lives partners put women at risk to infections such HIV.17,128
Cultural and religious beliefs that encourage women to have little knowledge and
experience of sexual matters before marriage and that stipulate monogamy after marriage,
often lead to ignorance in women.7 This lack of knowledge with respect to reproductive
health puts women at high risk of infections including HIV.134–136 In addition, some
cultural practices discourage women from refusing sex with their husbands or even in
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asking him to use a condom, which also puts them at high risk of HIV-infection.,134–136
These same cultural and religious beliefs often encourage displays of masculinity in men
such as the early sexual initiation and numerous sex partners.135 In some African
cultures, the practice of polygyny (i.e. having multiple wives) and extramarital relations
by men makes women vulnerable to infection.135 Furthermore, practices such as bridal
dowries (payments to a bride’s family by the husband) in some societies perpetuate the
idea that women are the men’s property.134–136 Moreover, discriminatory cultural
practices and values encourage the education of boys and deny girls equal opportunities
to inheritance, education and employment thereby making them economically dependent
on men.134–136 In many societies in Sub-Saharan Africa, marriage of young girls or
women to much older men is common due to this economic dependency. 134–136
Consequently, women and especially married women are subordinate to men and are
unable to negotiate safe sex practices or refuse sex. 134,135 Even with unmarried women,
sex with older men in exchange of gifts or money is a strategy for survival.58
The described gender-inequalities limit women’s autonomy in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Women are often expected to participate in the daily activities that generate their
household’s income.26 Thus, these women have some mobility, decision- making and
economic autonomy.26 However, these women have less autonomy in other aspects such
as emotional autonomy and the autonomy of knowledge.26 Even with respect to the
components of autonomy that women are permitted to exercise, they are still in
subordinate position to the men who have the ultimate power over all the decisions.19,26
Women are permitted to exercise certain aspects of autonomy only as far it benefits their
households and often women are limited from participating in the most important
decisions.19,26 For women who disobey their husbands, wife beating is a common
practice, especially in East Africa.27
Over the last 30 years, there has been much interest in women’s autonomy and its effect
on women’s lives. The large majority of studies have focused on how women’s
autonomy affects important outcomes such as the uptake of contraception and family
planning, child survival and immunizations, maternal and child healthcare seeking and
utilization, prenatal and delivery care as well as women’s positions in their households.
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The majority of these studies are from Asia.23,24,28,29,31,32,34,36–39,41 Of these studies, those
focusing on how autonomy affects women’s reproductive behavior , and family
planning23,24,26–28,35,38,44,136 have found that women with higher autonomy generally
participated more actively with regard to decisions affecting their reproductive behavior.
One study ,Balk 1994), 36 found that, in rural Bangladesh, women’s autonomy strongly
affected whether or not women had a say in decisions related to the number of children to
have. Another study by Sujatha and Reddy, 37 using the India National Family Health
Surveys II (1998-990) and III (2005-06) reported that married women who had higher
education and therefore higher autonomy of knowledge had less son preference (an
indicator of high autonomy in South Asian women), decreased total fertility rate, and
increased median months since previous birth. Moursund and Kravdal, 38found a weak
but significant association between women’s decision-making autonomy and
contraception use in India. Al-Riyami et al.,137 also found that more autonomous women
were more likely to use contraception in Oman. A different study, 30found an inverse
relationship between women’s autonomy and their fertility behaviour in Oman.
Likewise, studies investigating the effect of women’s autonomy on child health, infant
survival, and maternal healthcare utilization,29,138–140 found strong associations. Sharma
and Kader,29 looked at the effect of women’s decision-making autonomy on infant birth
weight among married women in rural Bangladesh; they found that women with lower
decision-making autonomy were significantly more likely to have babies with low birth
weight than women with higher decision-making autonomy. Bloom et al., 138 found that
women who had higher autonomy of movement were more likely to use maternal
healthcare services in a city in north India than women whose freedom of movement was
more restricted. Also, Beegle et al.,139 found that married women in Indonesia who had
more control over the household economic resources (and therefore had higher economic
autonomy) were more likely to use prenatal and delivery care. As well, Ghuman,39 in her
comparison of 15 pairs of Muslim and Non-Muslim communities in Thailand, Malaysia,
and India found that infant mortality was associated low autonomy in women.
Fewer studies in Sub-Saharan Africa,19,26,27,44,45,61,130,136 have examined the effect of
women’s autonomy on important outcomes such as family planning and contraceptive
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use, and maternal and child healthcare utilization. These studies have shed light on the
importance of women’s autonomy in addressing the gender inequalities faced by African
women with regard to many aspects of their lives. For instance, Hogan et al.,136 found
that literacy and women’s autonomy were the most important factors in reducing the total
fertility rate in Southern Ethiopia. Thus, increasing women’s autonomy is key factor in
reducing fertility in one of the most rapidly growing populations in Africa.52
Furthermore, Woldemicael,26 found that several components of women’s autonomy were
important in maternal health care utilization in Ethiopia. Wodemicael,27 also found a
strong positive correlation between women’s autonomy and their fertility preferences and
contraceptive use in Eritrea. A similar association was found in Zimbabwe by Hindin, 44
where women’s autonomy was found to be an important means of fertility control.
2.2.7

Women’s Autonomy and HIV/AIDS

Few studies,25,43,46,65 have looked at what effect women’s autonomy has on women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. A study by Bloom and Griffiths ,43 using the India
1998-99 National Family Health Survey II, investigated how women’s autonomy affected
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and behavior in three states that differed in cultural
practices in India. They found that women with higher autonomy had higher knowledge
of HIV/AIDS, condoms and the proper methods of using condoms. Another study by
Gagnon et al.,141 examined how women’s sexual power affected their HIV/AIDS
knowledge, attitudes ,and practices among South Asian women who had recently
migrated to Canada. This study found that women who had more power (and thus were
considered to be more autonomous) in their relationships with their spouses were more
likely to have heard of HIV/AIDS, and more likely to ask their partner to use a
condom.141
Other studies examined the relationship between women’s autonomy and sexual
behavior. A study by Hindin and Muntifering,45 examined how women’s autonomy
affected their sexual behavior ( using the Ghana, Malawi, Mali, Rwanda, Uganda and
Zimbabwe DHS) In all six countries, these authors found that women’s decision-making
autonomy was highly correlated with the timing since their last sexual intercourse, with
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the most autonomous women having the longest timing since the last sexual intercourse.
Ung et al., 46 also looked at married women’s ability to negotiate safe sex practices with
their husbands (using the Cambodia DHS from 2010); they found that women with
higher decision-making, economic, and movement autonomy were likely to successfully
negotiate safe sex practices compared to women who had lower autonomy.
Similarly, Chacham et al.,25 examined the association between young women’s autonomy
and their susceptibility to HIV/AIDS in Belo Horizonte, Brazil. They found that gender
inequalities such as domestic violence against women, high unemployment rates among
the women compared with their male counterparts, and high levels of poverty reduced
women’s autonomy. The low autonomy in the women in their relationships made them
highly susceptible to HIV/AIDS infection.54 Pettiford et al.,142 used a nationally
representative sample of 11,904 South African men and women aged 15-24 years to
investigate the relationship between condom use and HIV sero-status. This study also
assessed women’s power in their relationships through the questionnaire. In a subsample
of 4,066 sexually experienced South African women aged 15-24 years, those who had
more sexual power in their relationships (and were therefore more autonomous) were
more likely to have consistently used condoms. They also found that inconsistent
condom use was associated with HIV–positive status among these young women.
Lastly, a study by Stephenson,65 examined the effect of community factors on young
peoples’ HIV/AIDS knowledge (using the 2003 Burkina Faso, 2003 Ghana and
2001/2002 Zambia DHS). He found that women from communities where women
married later and had their first child later had higher levels of knowledge compared to
women from communities where early marriages and childbearing were common.
Stephenson,65 attributed the higher levels of knowledge in women from communities
with higher mean age of marriage and child bearing to education and employment which
increased women’s autonomy. Thus, these older and more autonomous women had more
opportunities to access information which would in turn increase their knowledge.65
These studies demonstrate the importance of women’s autonomy in the various aspects of
women’s lives including their reproductive behavior and HIV/AIDS. However the
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research on women’s autonomy is not without criticism. The multi-dimensionality of
women’s autonomy makes it a difficult concept to define and quantify.20,24,31 Although
the previously described components and definitions of autonomy are generally well
recognized in the literature, there is still no concrete agreement on the definition of
autonomy or how it should be operationalized and measured. The concept of women’s
autonomy is used interchangeably with other concepts such as women’s status, women’s
empowerment, gender-inequality, and women’s position in the literature.20,24,31 This
creates confusion since these concepts actually measure different components of genderequality.143 Furthermore, this ambiguity in the definition, operationalization, and use of
the concept of autonomy makes deciphering the literature and understanding the
importance of women’s autonomy on various outcomes challenging.31,144,145
In addition, much of the early research on the association between women’s autonomy
and various outcomes used indirect proxies of women’s autonomy such as education and
employment.19,143,145,146 However, it was soon realized that the multi-dimensional
concept of autonomy could not be adequately captured by these single proxies. The use
of single proxies often distorted the channels measuring autonomy and were also
inadequate in capturing the context dependency of this construct.145 For example, with
research that examined the effect of education on fertility, it became difficult to
determine if education decreased fertility directly or if education increased women’s
autonomy which in turn decreased fertility.145 Moreover, the use of single proxies made
it difficult to determine the components of autonomy that were actually being
measured.19,26,27,136,143,145,146 Using education as proxy measure for autonomy in Africa,
researchers found that education did not increase women’s autonomy significantly unless
it generated employment.26,136 Therefore, single proxies were inadequate in capturing all
the components of autonomy and its nuances.19,26,27,136,143,145,146
As such, research on women’s autonomy has moved away from the use of indirect
proxies to using more direct indicators that measure the different dimensions of
autonomy such as women’s participation in household decisions (decision-making
autonomy), access to and control over economic resources (economic/self-reliance
autonomy), freedom of movement to conduct their daily affairs (movement autonomy),
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their education and exposure to the world (knowledge autonomy), and freedom from
abuse and domestic violence (emotional autonomy). 143 These direct measures of
women’s autonomy clarify the pathways through which economic and social variables
affect women’s autonomy. Hence the use of the direct measures of women’s autonomy
prevent confounding the causes and effect of women’s autonomy.145,147
Even more recent research (i.e. Jejeebhoy and Sathar (2001)),32 has faced criticism.
This study summed the different dimensions of autonomy into a single construct with the
underlying assumption that all the components have the same weight and importance as
well as a perfect correlation.143 Agarwala and Lynch,143 argued that this assumption was
incorrect given that other studies have found varying and weak correlations between the
five dimensions of women’s autonomy. They assert that each component of autonomy
should be measured and tested separately.143 Furthermore, ignoring the cultural context
can also produce unexpected results. For example, studies carried out in Pakistan to
measure how women’s autonomy influences women’s contraceptive use found no
significant correlation even though the literature indicated otherwise.20 In the context of
South Asia, researchers,20 argue that the phenomenon of son preference (the preference
of sons over daughters in South Asian cultures) is a stronger predictor of women’s
autonomy than the previously named five components of autonomy and should be
included in the autonomy construct. Furthermore, since community and cultural norms
influence autonomy, researchers,20 questioned the usefulness of measuring women’s
individual autonomy. The concept of autonomy over emphasizes women’s independent
autonomy while in reality, in many cultures, women rarely make decisions alone.20,40 As
well, the measure of autonomy fails to account for the important and prominent influence
of men on decisions regarding the household, women and women’s issues.20 Evidence
from the literature suggest instead to measure community autonomy which would take
into account contextual factors thereby better capturing how autonomy influences
women’s lives. Due to these reasons, researchers argue against the current measures of
autonomy and its assumption of universal applicability by neglecting important
background contextual factors; they assert that autonomy should include different
components in different contexts instead of fitting the same definition of autonomy to all
contexts.20,40,143 Another problem with current research on women’s autonomy is that
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even large surveys such as the DHS only measure some components of women’s
autonomy such as decision-making, emotional and physical autonomy. This makes it
difficult to determine the full effect of autonomy on various outcomes.19
In summary, evidence from the literature indicates that each dimension of autonomy
should be measured directly and analyzed separately to allow for the most accurate and
robust measure of autonomy.40,143,145 In addition, the measure of autonomy needs to take
into account the background contextual factors influencing autonomy.40,143,145 Finally,
efforts should be made to capture this multi-dimensional construct in its entirety to fully
understand how women’s autonomy influences various outcomes.19
2.2.8

The effect of men’s perception of women’s autonomy on women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes

As previously discussed, women’s autonomy is not measured in isolation from women’s
environment. Men play an important role, especially for married or cohabiting women,
in the decisions that affect women’s lives. Therefore, it is important to consider and
measure the effect men’s perception of women’s autonomy has on women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. However, only few studies,28,41,42,139,148,149 have examined the
effect men’s perception of women’s autonomy has on important outcomes such as
women’s healthcare utilization, prenatal and delivery care, and decision-making. Thapa
and Niehof,148 investigated the effect of women’s and men’s perception of women’s
autonomy on maternal healthcare utilization in Nepal. They found that both women’s
autonomy and men’s perception of women’s autonomy were important in women seeking
maternal healthcare. They also found that increased husband’s involvement in maternal
health care was responsible for decreased decision-making autonomy among the women.
Becker et al.,42 compared women’s and husbands’ perceptions of women’s decisionmaking autonomy in Western Guatemala and found that women, compared to their
husbands, under-estimated their own decision-making power in their households. They
also found that educated women were more autonomous and reported higher decisionmaking power than uneducated women who generally deferred household decisions to
their husbands. Similarly, Beegle et al.,139 investigated the effect of bargaining power
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between couples on the use of prenatal and delivery care in Indonesia. They found that
women who were more autonomous, particularly with respect to economy and personal
assets, were more influential in the prenatal and delivery care decisions than women who
lacked their own personal assets, work-related income or who came from a lower socialstatus (less educated and wealthy background).
Other studies,28,41,140,149 that examined agreement on women’s autonomy indicators
between women and their spouses found that men attribute higher autonomy to women
than the women attribute to themselves. Mullany et al.,28 and Allendorf 2007,41
examined the effect women’s autonomy and husbands’ perception of women’s autonomy
had on women’s maternal health care utilization in Nepal. They found that women with
higher autonomy had higher decision-making power with respect to maternal healthcare
utilization. However, most of the women had low decision-making power compared to
the husbands. In addition, these studies found that higher decision-making in women
impeded the men’s involvement in the women’s maternal healthcare utilization.41
However, communication and joint decision-making between couples was also associated
with increased healthcare utilization.41 These studies concluded that communication and
negotiation between couples leads to joint decision-making which can be used as a
strategy to improve women’s empowerment and women’s health and well-being. In
addition, education and paid employment increased the women’s autonomy and their
contributions to their households and to decision-making regarding their own health and
the health of their families.41
Similarly, a study by Ghuman et al.,140 that examined women’s autonomy and men’s
perception of women’s autonomy on several different outcomes across five south and
east Asian countries also found disagreement between the men and women on the
perception of women’s autonomy. Jejeebhoy,149 also found that men attributed higher
autonomy to the women than the women attributed to themselves in rural India. The
authors hypothesized that the men gave responses they felt the interviewers wanted to
hear and questioned the validity of this study.
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These studies indicate that increasing communication and joint decision-making between
couples may be an important strategy for improving the disproportionate impact of
HIV/AIDS on women. Open communication and negotiation with respect to the
utilization of preventative methods such as contraception can be a strategy for preventing
and decreasing HIV infections in women.
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2.2.9

Socio-demographic characteristics

In addition to women’s autonomy, evidence from the literature has shown that women’s
age,21–29,40–44 employment,24–30,45,57,69,150 education,19,21–29,31,36–38 religion,
21,22,24,26,27,31,32,39,61,151

mass media exposure,43,66,69,152–154 and their spouses’ age,148

education,23,26,38,146,148,152 religion,21,22,24,26,27,31,32,39,61,151 and media exposure,153 as well as
the couple’s residence (urban or rural)18,26,27,45,61,152 and wealth index,19,22,27,43,44,69,130 are
also associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. Therefore, these
socio-demographic variables were included in this study. For a conceptual model of the
relationships between women’s autonomy (and their spouses’ perception of their
autonomy), socio-demographic variables, and the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes, refer to Figures 4 and 5.
2.3 Current Study: Objectives and rationale
This study investigated the association between married and cohabiting women’s
autonomy and their HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia. This study also
examined the association between the spouses’ perception of women’s autonomy and
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. The goals of this study were to:
1) Examine and analyze the association between women’s autonomy (decisionmaking and emotional autonomy) and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes and;
2) Examine and analyze the association between the men’s perception of the
women’s autonomy (decision-making perception and emotional autonomy
perception) and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes.
Hypotheses
1. Women who have higher autonomy will have more HIV/AIDS knowledge and
more accepting attitudes toward people living with HIV/AIDS compared to
women with lower autonomy.
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2. Women whose spouses’ perception of their autonomy is higher will have more
HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes than women whose spouses’
perception of their autonomy is lower.
These hypotheses are derived from studies that have shown the importance of women’s
autonomy in important outcomes such as family planning and contraception use,19,24,26–
28,30–32,35–38,40,44,46,61,130,137

, the utilization of antenatal and delivery services,28,41,138,139,148

child health and infant mortality,29,39 and HIV/AIDS knowledge, attitudes and
practices.22,25,43,46,61,65
Therefore, women’s autonomy was expected to be positively associated with women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes given that autonomy enhances these other aspects of
women’s lives.
Significance of this Study
This study is important for several reasons. To date, there are no known studies
investigating the relationship between women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia or in Sub-Saharan Africa. Therefore, this study
addresses this existing knowledge gap and is expected to contribute to our knowledge of
the importance of women’s autonomy in addressing the disproportionate impact of
HIV/AIDS on women in Ethiopia specifically and broadly in Sub-Saharan Africa.
In addition, since this study utilizes data from two surveys which are five years apart, it
is expected to provide insight on how women’s autonomy, HIV/AIDS knowledge, and
HIV/AIDS attitudes have changed over time. As a result, the findings of this study are
expected to be useful in informing current programs and initiatives (i.e. Information
Education Communication (IEC) programs, Volunteer Counseling and Testing (VCT)
services and prevention of mother to child transmission (PMTCT) programs aimed at
increasing women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia and other countries
in Sub-Saharan Africa.
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Furthermore, this study is expected to shed light on what role men’s perceptions of
women’s autonomy play in women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia.
Therefore, this study is also expected to inform the aforementioned programs and
initiatives on what role men should play to effectively address the impact of HIV/AIDS
on women.
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Women’s Socio-demographic
characteristics
Age
Employment status
Education
Religion
Mass media exposure
Spouses’ Socio-demographics
Age
Education
Religion
Mass media exposure
Couple’s Socio-demographics
Wealth Index
Residence (rural vs. urban)
Women’s
HIV/AIDS Knowledge
Women’s Autonomy
1) Decision-making autonomy
2) Emotional Autonomy
(measured by attitude toward
wife beating & attitude toward
refusing sex)

Men’s perception of women’s
autonomy
1) Decision-making perception
2) Emotional autonomy (men’s
wife beating perception &
men’s perception of women
refusing sex
Figure 4: Conceptual framework of the relationships among the
socio-demographic factors, women’s autonomy & men’s perception
of women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge in
Ethiopia.
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Women’s Socio-demographic
characteristics
Age
Employment status
Education
Religion
Mass media exposure
Spouses’ Socio-demographics
Age
Education
Religion
Mass media exposure
Couple’s Socio-demographics
Wealth Index
Residence (rural vs. urban)
Women’s
HIV/AIDS Attitudes
Women’s Autonomy
1) Decision-making
autonomy
2) Emotional Autonomy
(measured by attitude toward
wife beating & attitude
toward refusing sex)

Men’s perception of
women’s autonomy
3) Decision-making
perception
4) Emotional autonomy
(men’s wife beating
perception & men’s
perception of women
refusing sex
Figure 5: Conceptual framework of the relationships among the
socio-demographic factors, women’s autonomy & men’s
perception of women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS
Attitudes in Ethiopia
Attitudes
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Chapter 3
3 Methods
This chapter describes the source of data utilized in this study including a discussion of
the sampling design of the survey (sections 3.1-3.2). Next, this chapter describes the
variables used in this study (section 3.3), including dependent variables (HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes); key independent variables: women’s autonomy ( measured by
decision making; attitude toward wife beating; and attitude toward refusing sex); men’s
perception of women’s autonomy (measured by decision-making perception; wife
beating perception; and men’s perception of women refusing sex) ; and sociodemographic variables (i.e., the women’s and spouses’ age, education, religion, mass
media exposure, the women’s employment status, and the couple’s residence and wealth
index). Finally, this chapter discusses the statistical tools and methods utilized for the
analyses (section 3.4) and concludes with the model diagnostics that were performed to
ensure that the methods used for the analyses were sound (section 3.5).
3.1

Data Source

This study utilized the Ethiopia Demographic and Health Surveys (EDHS) cycles two
and three (2005 EDHS and 2011 EDHS). The Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS)
are funded by the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) through
its MEASURE DHS Project. The MEASURE DHS Project is implemented by ICF
international, a consulting company, in over 90 developing countries. 88
The EDHS are collected by the Central Statistical Agency of Ethiopia (CSA) in
conjunction with the Ethiopian Ministry of Health for the purpose of providing
policymakers, program planners and evaluators with up to date demographic and health
information for research, program planning, evaluation and monitoring. 13,14 The
MEASURE DHS project gives the host countries ownership of their data with the intent
of assisting developing countries with their development goals. The DHS surveys are
standardized and allow for comparative analyzes across surveys from the same country or
across surveys from different countries but they do permit each country to contextualize
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the survey to its own needs. The surveys are conducted in the country’s native
language(s) and may include special sections to suit the country’s specific needs (i.e. with
the inclusion of additional questions). 88
These cross-sectional surveys collect nationally representative population health
information including fertility and family planning, maternal and child health, antenatal
and delivery care, adult and childhood mortality and nutrition, malaria exposure
prevention, knowledge and attitudes toward HIV/AIDS and other sexually transmitted
disease as well as demographic information such as household characteristics. The DHS
surveys also collect direct measures of women’s autonomy which are of particular
relevance for this thesis. To ensure up to date population health information, these
surveys are collected about every five years. 88
The DHS collect demographic and health information on women and men in the
reproductive age (for most countries that is women aged 15-49 years and men aged 15-59
years). 88 The sample sizes of the DHS vary between 5000 and 30,000 households (and
hence between 5000 and 30,000 men and women). A primary focus of the DHS is
fertility and women’s and children’s health. Hence, some DHS surveys oversample
women to collect information on fertility and maternal and child health. 88 The 2005
EDHS sample contained a nationally representative sample of 14,070 women aged 15-49
and 6,033 men aged 15-59. This sample represents 96 percent of the 14,717 women who
were eligible and 89 percent of the 6,778 men who were eligible. Similarly the 2011
EDHS interviewed all women age 15-49 years and all men age 15-59 in selected
households to produce a nationally representative sample. Of the 17,385 women who
were eligible for the interview 95 percent (16,515) successfully completed the interviews
and of the 15,908 men who were eligible, 89 percent (14,110) successfully completed the
interviews. 13,14 The EDHS consisted of three questionnaires: a household questionnaire,
a man’s questionnaire and a woman’s questionnaire to collect the pertinent population
health and demographic information. These questionnaires were modeled after the
standardized MEASURE DHS Project survey templates but were modified to meet the
needs of Ethiopia.88 The questionnaires were available in English and translated into the
three major languages of Ethiopia: Amharigna, Oromigna, and Tigrigna. 13,14
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This study was limited to married couples or to cohabiting couples who were in stable
unions and residing together in the same household. The couples’ record data linked the
man’s and woman’s questionnaires for couples who identified each other as husband and
wife or stable partners and who permanently resided in the same household. The 2005
EDHS couples record contained 2,968 couples while the 2011 EDHS contained 6,745
couples; however, the HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes questions were only asked to
men and women who had heard of AIDS. Thus only 85.5% (2,537) of the women in
2005 and 95.7% (6,454) of the women in 2011 had heard of AIDS and the analyses of the
dependent variables (women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and HIV/AIDS attitudes) were
based on these women. 13,14 Both 2005 and 2011 EDHS were used in this study to
examine temporal changes in the independent, dependent and socio-demographic
variables between 2005 and 2011.
3.2

Sampling Design

The EDHS sampling frames were based on the Ethiopia Population and Housing Census
conducted by the Central Statistical Agency. The 2005 EDHS sampling frame utilized
the 1994 census while the 2011 EDHS used the 2007 census.13,14 These censuses
organized the country into 11 geographic regions which are further sub-divided into
smaller regions , each containing a convenient number of sampling units called
Enumeration Areas (EAs). An EA is a geographic region containing a convenient
number of dwellings and is the basic unit of the census; each EA is either completely
urban or rural.14 The census frame contained information about the EAs such as
geographic location, whether they were urban or rural, type of residence (private or
public dwelling) and the number of households in each EA. On average, urban EAs
contained 169 households while rural EAs contained about 178 households. 155
The EDHS were collected using a two-stage cluster sampling design. In 2005, 540 EAs
(145 urban and 395 rural) were selected and in 2011, 624 EAs (187 urban and 437 rural)
were selected for the first stage of sampling.13,14 During this first stage of sampling,
systematic sampling with probability proportional to size (PPS) was used where the
selection of each EA was based on its size. 13,14 The second stage of sampling consisted
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of sampling from the households in the selected EAs. To accomplish this, complete
household listing in the selected EAs were compiled. This listing excluded institutional
quarters such as army barracks, hospitals, police camps and boarding schools. Following
this complete household listing, equal probability systematic sampling was used to select
households. In 2005, 14,500 households were selected from the 540 clusters to produce a
representative sample of 14, 500 women ages 15-49 and 6,033 men ages 15-59. For
2011, a representative sample of 17,817 households was selected from the 624 EAs to
produce a representative sample of 16,515 women ages 15-49 and 14,110 men ages 1559. For the 2005 EDHS, all women ages 15-49 who were permanent residents of the
selected households or who were visitors who spent the night preceding the survey were
eligible for the interview. For the 2005 EDHS survey, all men ages 15-59 who were
either permanent residents or visitors who spent the night before the interview in every
one out of two selected households were eligible. For the 2011 EDHS, all women age
15-49 and all men age 15-59 who were either permanent residents of the selected
households or visitors who stayed in the household the night before the survey were
eligible to be interviewed.13,14
The complexities of the survey data such as non-response, unequal weights, stratification
and clustering were accounted for in the analyses by using STATA’s svy command and
incorporating the men’s sampling weights (recommended by the DHS for the couples’
data), strata (urban/rural) and the primary sampling units for clustering. Not accounting
for the complex survey design would lead to unstable regression coefficients and inflated
standard errors.88,156
3.3

Description of Measures

The following section reviews the variables of interest for this thesis including the two
dependent variables:1) women’s comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge, and 2) women’s
HIV/AIDS attitudes toward PLWHA; the main independent variable of interest (women’s
autonomy and the indicators used to assess it); the secondary independent variable of
interest (men’s perception of women’s autonomy and the indicators used to assess it);
and the socio-demographic variables (women’s, men’s & couples’) deemed to be
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important to both the dependent and/or the independent variables of interest from
empirical evidence from the literature. For the sake of brevity, the women’s
comprehensive HIV/AIDS knowledge will be referred to as HIV/AIDS knowledge and
women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes toward PLWHA will be referred to as HIV/AIDS attitudes
from this point forward.
3.3.1 Dependent Variables
The two dependent variables of this study were women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. These two variables were measured in both the 2005
EDHS and the 2011 EDHS.
HIV/AIDS Knowledge
The first dependent variable of this study was women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge which was
defined and measured in the EDHS, 3,14 by the following five criteria:
Knowing the two most common methods to prevent HIV infection:
1) ―Consistent condom use” 13,14 and;
2) ―limiting the number of sexual partners to one un-infected partner who is faithful”13,14
and;
Being able to reject the three common misconceptions about the disease in the region
which are:
3)―a person can get HIV from a mosquito bite”13,14;
4) ―a person can get HIV by sharing a meal with an infected individual”13,14 and;
5)‖a healthy looking person cannot have HIV/AIDS.”13,14
In the EDHS,13,14 the answer categories to the above indicator questions were ―yes‖,
―No‖ or ―don’t know‖. For the purposes of this research, incorrect and ―don’t know‖
responses were re-coded as ―0‖, correct responses were re-coded as ―1‖, and missing
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responses were re-coded as ―9‖ and were excluded from the analysis. Thus knowledge is
treated as a continuous variable and ranges from a score of 0-5; a woman who answered
all five questions correctly would have a total score of 5 whereas a woman who answered
all five questions incorrectly would have a total score of 0. Thus having a higher score
indicates better knowledge about HIV/AIDS and is thus desirable.
HIV/AIDS Attitudes
The second dependent variable of this study was women’s attitude toward PLWHA and
was measured by the following four EDHS questions:
1) ―Would you want to keep a family member’s HIV infection a secret?”13,14;
2) “would you care for a relative who is infected with HIV?‖13,14
3) ―would you buy vegetables from a vendor who has the AIDS virus?‖13,14 and;
4) ―should a female teacher infected with HIV be allowed to continue teaching in
school?‖13,14
In the EDHS,13,14 the answer categories to these questions were ―yes‖, ―no‖ or ―don’t
know‖. For the purposes of this study, non-accepting responses as well as the ―don’t
know‖ responses were re-coded as ―0‖ and accepting responses were re-coded as ―1‖.
Women with missing responses were excluded from the analysis. Accepting attitude is
defined as responding to each of these scenario questions with an accepting or positive
attitude. 13,14 Negative attitude is defined as answering any one of these four questions
with a negative response or a non accepting attitude. 13,14 For instance, a woman who
replied ―no, I would not buy vegetables from a vendor with HIV/AIDS‖ is considered to
be showing a negative or non-accepting attitude toward PLWHA, whereas a woman who
replied ―yes, I would buy vegetables from a vendor with HIV/AIDS‖ was considered to
be displaying positive or accepting attitudes toward PLWHA. 13,14 Thus in this analysis,
women’s HIV/AIDS attitude is measured as a continuous variable ranging from 0 to 4,
where a total score of 0 represents having a negative or non accepting attitude on all four
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scenario questions and a score of 4 indicates having an accepting attitude on all four
scenario questions.
3.3.2

Primary Independent Variable of interest: measures of women’s autonomy

The main independent variable of this study was women’s autonomy. This variable is a
composite of the following three EDHS indicator measures: decision-making which
measures the women’s decision-making autonomy, and attitude toward wife beating and
attitude toward refusing sex which are measures of the women’s emotional autonomy.
2005 EDHS Women’s autonomy indicators
The 2005 EDHS measured women’s autonomy through all three indicators: decision
making, attitude toward wife beating, and attitude toward refusing sex.
1) Decision-making
Decision making autonomy measures women’s overall contribution to decisions
regarding the household. For the purposes of this research, the women’s decision making
autonomy, a direct measure of women’s decision making autonomy is referred to as
―decision-making‖ The following questions in the 2005 EDHS,14 were asked to the
women to assess the women’s decision-making:
1) “ Who in your family usually has the final say on making large household
purchases?” 13,14
2) “Who in your family usually has the final say on making daily household
purchases?”13,14;
3) “who in your family usually has the final say on you visiting family or relatives?”13,14
and;
4) “who in your family usually has the final say on your husband/partner’s earnings?”
13,14
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Possible responses to the first three decision-making questions were: ―the respondent
alone, the husband/partner alone, the respondent and husband/partner jointly, other
person or someone else.‖13,14 Possible responses to who has the final say on the
husband/partner’s earnings were: ―the respondent, the husband/partner, the respondent
and husband/partner jointly, the husband/partner does not bring in any money or
other.‖13,14 Wives whose husbands/partners did not bring in any money (0.34%),14 were
excluded from the analysis. For this study, responses to the above decision-making
questions were dichotomized into one of two categories: whether the woman has ―a say at
all‖ (either alone or jointly with the husband/partner) coded as 1 or whether she has ―no
say at all‖ coded as 0 (that is the husband/partner or someone else makes the decision).
This dichotomization of decision making is consistent with what other researchers using
the DHS data have done.23, 30,44, 130,157 A score of decision-making was then computed
from these four binary household decision making indicator questions. Thus each
woman in the survey may have a decision making score ranging from 0 to 4, where if she
has no say in any of the four decisions her total score is 0 and if she has a say in all of the
four household decisions her total score is 4. The decision-making scores were kept as a
continuous variable to ensure no loss of information in the decision making indicators.
2) Attitude toward wife beating
The 2005 EDHS measured women’s emotional autonomy by assessing women’s attitudes
toward violence against women. The EDHS,14 asked the women: ―Sometimes a husband
is annoyed or angered by things that his wife does. In your opinion, is a husband justified
in hitting or beating his wife in the following situations:
1.) If she goes out without telling him?
2.) If she neglects the children?
3.) If she argues with him?
4.) If she refuses to have sex with him?
5.) If she burns the food?”13,14
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Response categories for the wife beating questions were: yes, no, or don’t
know/depends.13,14 For the purposes of this study, the ―yes‖ and ―don’t know/depends‖
response categories were re-coded as 0. The ―no‖ responses were re-coded as 1 as has
been done in other studies.38, 130 ,157 A variable called ―attitude toward wife beating‖
ranging from a score of 0-5 was computed from the above five questions. Therefore, a
woman with a score of 0 agreed with wife beating under all five circumstances whereas
one with a score of 5 disagrees with wife beating under any of the five circumstances.
Respondents with missing data were excluded from the analysis. Thus having a higher
score indicated higher disagreement with wife beating and is desirable.
3) Attitude toward refusing sex:
The 2005 EDHS also measured women’s emotional autonomy by assessing whether or
not women can refuse sex with their partner or spouse. The EDHS, 13,14 survey asked the
women ―Husbands and wives do not always agree on everything. Please tell me if you
think a wife is justified in refusing to have sex with her husband when:
1) She knows her husband has a disease that can be transmitted through sexual
contact?;
2) She knows her husband has sex with other women? and;
3) She is tired or not in the mood?”
The responses to these questions were: ―yes‖, ―no‖ or ―don’t know‖.13,14 For the
purposes of this study, a variable called ―attitude toward refusing sex‖ was created for the
women. The ―no and ―don’t know‖ response categories were re-coded as 0 and the ―yes‖
response categories as 1. Thus for each question, a respondent could agree or disagree
with refusing sex and a score ranging from 0-3 was produced for each participant by
adding up the responses to the three questions. Again, these indicators were kept as
continuous variables and a total score of 0 indicated low autonomy or the belief that a
woman is not justified to refuse sex under any of the three circumstances whereas a total
score of 3 indicates high autonomy as the woman believes that a woman can refuse sex
under all three circumstances. Thus higher scores are desirable as they indicate higher
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autonomy of the women. The dichotomization and scoring of this variable is consistent
with the literature.23,26,44,130,137 Respondents with missing data were excluded from the
analysis.
2011 EDHS Autonomy Indicators
The 2011 EDHS measured women’s decision making autonomy and attitude toward wife
beating. Women’s attitude toward refusing sex was not measured in 2011.
1) Decision- making
The 2011 EDHS,13 questions assessing women’s decision making autonomy were:
1. “Who usually makes decisions about making major household purchases?”13
2. “Who usually makes decisions about health care for yourself?”13
3. “Who usually makes decisions about visits to your family or relatives?”13
4. “Who usually decides how your husband's/partner's earnings will be used?”13
The 2011 response categories to the husband/partner’s earnings were: ― respondent, the
husband/partner, the respondent and husband/partner jointly, the husband/partner has no
earnings or other person.‖13 The response categories for the other three questions were:
―the respondent alone, the husband/partner alone, and the respondent and husband/partner
jointly, someone else or other.‖ 13 As was done for the 2005 EDHS, a ―decision-making‖
variable was created by re-coding responses as 1 if the woman has any say (either alone
or jointly) and coded as 0 if she has no say at all (partner or someone else makes the
decisions). For the question regarding the partner’s earnings, wives whose partner had no
earnings were excluded from the study as were those with missing data for any of the
questions. Again, decision-making scores ranging from 0-4 were produced for each
respondent by adding the responses for each of the four questions together. Higher
scores indicated higher autonomy whereas lower scores indicated lower autonomy.
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2) Attitude toward wife beating
The wife beating questions from the 2011 EDHS were the same as those from 2005
EDHS and were also categorized and scored in the same manner described above for the
2005 EDHS. Again this variable was also called ―attitude toward wife beating‖.
For all these autonomy indicators of interest, low scores indicate low autonomy and
higher scores indicate higher autonomy.
3.3.3 Secondary Independent Variable of interest: men’s perception of women’s
autonomy
The secondary independent variable of interest for this study was the men’s perception of
the women’s autonomy. This is also a composite variable measured by the men’s
perception of the women’s decision making autonomy (men’s decision-making
perception), the men’s perception of the women’s emotional autonomy (men’s wife
beating perception, and men’s refusing sex perception). Both the 2005 and 2011 EDHS
surveys asked the men the same questions that were asked to the women to assess
decision-making, attitudes toward wife beating and attitudes toward refusing sex.
Men’s perception of women’s decision-making (measured in 2005 only)
The men’s perception of the women’s decision making was referred to as ―men’s
decision-making perception‖ and was also assessed by the same four EDHS questions
used to assess women’s decision- making in 2005. This indicator was not measured in
2011. The men’s responses to the first three questions were: ―the respondent alone, the
wife/partner alone, the respondent and wife/partner jointly, other person or someone
else.‖14 Their responses to who has the final say on their earnings were: ―the respondent
alone, the wife/partner, the respondent and wife/partner jointly, the respondent does not
bring in any money or other‖14 Husbands who did not bring any money were excluded
from the analysis. The men’s responses to these four questions were also dichotomized
in the same manner described for the women’s decision-making responses above to
produce a men’s decision-making perception score ranging from 0-4. Again, lower
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scores indicated lower perception of the women’s decision-making autonomy while
higher scores indicated higher perception of the women’s decision-making autonomy.
Men’s attitude toward wife beating
The five EDHS wife beating questions described previously for the women were also
asked to the men and dichotomized and scored in the same manner described for the
women. Men’s attitude toward wife beating was called ―men’s wife beating perception‖
and this score also ranged from 0-5, with a lower score indicating lower autonomy
perception and a higher score indicating a higher autonomy perception.
Men’s perception of women’s abilities to refuse sex (measured in 2005 only)
The questions assessing women’s attitude toward refusing sex were also asked to the men
and the dichotomization and scoring were the same as described above for the women.
The men’s attitude toward the women’s abilities to refuse sex was referred to as ―men’s
perception of women refusing sex‖ and again this variable ranged from a score of 0-3; a
man with a total score of 0 believes that a woman has no right to refuse sex under any of
the three circumstance whereas a man with a total score of 3 believes that a woman has
the right to refuse sex under all 3 circumstances. Hence, low scores indicated low
autonomy perception of the women and high scores indicated high autonomy perception
of the women.
Therefore, the men’s decision-making perception and the men’s perception of women
refusing sex were only measured in 2005 while the men’s wife beating perception was
measured in both the 2005 and 2011 survey cycles.
3.3.4 Summary of the Independent Variables
In conclusion, the primary independent variable of interest was women’s autonomy
measured by decision-making, attitudes toward wife beating and attitudes toward
refusing sex. With all three indicators of women’s autonomy, low scores indicated low
autonomy while higher scores indicated higher autonomy. A secondary variable of
interest for this study was the men’s perception of the women’s autonomy measured by
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men’s decision-making perception, men’s wife beating perception and men’s perception
of women refusing sex which were also based on comparable scoring to that calculated
for the women, with lower scores indicating lower perception of women’s autonomy
while higher scores indicated higher perception of women’s autonomy.
Testing for interaction between the women and men’s autonomy indicators
Additionally, the impact of agreement/disagreement between the couples on the women’s
autonomy indicators and this agreement/disagreement’s association with the women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes were explored. To assess agreement on the
autonomy indicators between the women and their spouses, the autonomy indicators were
first re-coded into binary variables as follows:
1) Women’s decision-making and the men’s decision-making perception were recoded as low or high. Decision-making and men’s decision- making perception
were re-coded as low (or 0) for those women and men scoring below the median
score (total scores of 0-2) and high (or 1) for those women and men who scored at
the median or higher (total score of 3 or higher) based on the four previously
described decision-making questions.
2) The women’s attitude toward wife beating and the men’s wife beating perception
were re-coded as acceptable or unacceptable based on the five previously
described wife beating questions. Women and men with total scores of 0-4, and
who therefore believed that all or any of the five reasons for wife beating were
acceptable were re-coded as believing that wife beating was acceptable (coded as
0). Those with total scores of 5, and who therefore believed that wife beating was
unacceptable under any of the five scenarios, were categorized as believing that
wife beating was unacceptable (coded as 1).
3) The women’s attitude toward refusing sex and the men’s perception of women
refusing sex were also dichotomized into binary variables. Women and men who
scored 0-2 on the three refusing sex questions were categorized as believing that
refusing sex was unacceptable (coded as 0). Those who had a total score of 3, and
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who therefore believed that refusing sex was acceptable under all 3
circumstances, were categorized as believing that refusing sex was acceptable
(coded as 1).
To test the association between the couples’ agreement/disagreement on the autonomy
indicators and the dependent variables, interaction between the men’s and women’s
binary indicators described above were added to the multiple linear regression models.
For each pair of indicators (i.e. women’s decision-making & men’s decision-making
perception; women’s attitude toward wife beating and men’s wife beating perception; and
women’s attitude toward refusing sex and men’s perception of women refusing sex),
there were four possible scenarios between the indicators: 1) 2 scenarios of agreement
(they both believe that the woman’s decision making is low or high); and 2) 2 scenarios
of disagreement (the woman thinks her autonomy is low but the husband or partner may
believe that it is high or vice versa). For the purpose of this research, these binary
indicators were used as interaction terms in the analyses. The reference category for the
three indicator pairs were the category that showed the lowest autonomy. For example,
for the interaction between women’s decision-making and men’s decision-making
perception, the reference category was when both the women and men believed that the
women’s decision making was low; similarly the reference for wife beating is the
category when both believe that wife beating is acceptable; and for refusing sex, it is
when both believe that it is unacceptable. The main associations between the autonomy
indicators as well as associations of any interactions between these binary indicators and
each of the dependent variables of this research were examined.
Table1 provide a summary of how the dependent and independent variables were
defined.
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Table 1. Summary table on how the dependent and independent variables were defined.
Variable
Scale
Interpretation
Dependent Variables
0-5
0-low knowledge, incorrect answers to 5 questions
HIV/AIDS Knowledge
5 questions each scored 1=correct;0=incorrect
5-high knowledge, correct answers to 5 questions
0-4
0-negative attitude, non-accepting on 4 questions
HIV/AIDS Attitudes
4 questions each scored1=accepting;0=unaccepting
4-accepting attitude, accepting on 4 questions
Independent Variables
Main independent variable of interest: Women’s autonomy (assessed by decision making, attitude toward wife beating
& attitude toward refusing sex)
0-4
0-low autonomy, has no say in any of the 4 decisions
Decision-making
4 questions each scored 1=has say; 0=has no say
4-high autonomy, has say in all 4 decisions
0-5
0-Low autonomy-agree with 5 wife beating scenarios
Attitude toward wife beating
5 questions each scored 0=agrees with wife
5-High autonomy-disagree with 5 wife beating scenarios
beating;1=disagrees with wife beating
0-3
0-low autonomy, disagree with refusing sex under 3
Attitude toward refusing sex
3 questions each scored 0=disagrees with refusing
scenarios
sex;1=agrees with refusing sex
3-high autonomy, agrees with refusing sex under 3
scenarios
Secondary independent variable of interest: Men’s perception of women’s autonomy (assessed by men’s decisionmaking perception, men’s wife beating perception & men’s perception of women refusing sex)
0-4
0-low autonomy perception, has no say on 4 decisions
Decision-making perception
4 questions each scored 1=has say;
4-high autonomy perception , has a say in 4 decisions
0=has no say
0-5
0-Low autonomy-agree with 5 wife beating scenarios
Wife beating perception
5 questions each scored 0=agrees with wife
5-High autonomy-disagree with 5 wife beating
beating;1=disagrees with wife beating
scenarios
0-3
0-low autonomy perception, disagree with 3 refusing
Men’s perception of women refusing sex
3 questions each scored 0=disagrees with refusing
sex scenarios
sex;1=agrees with refusing sex
3-high autonomy perception, agrees with 3 refusing sex
scenarios
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Table 1 (Continued)
Variable
Scale
Interpretation
Dichotomization of couple’s autonomy indicators to measure agreement
0 ( score 0-2) 0-2:low decision making autonomy
Decision-making
4 questions each scored 1=has say; 0=has no say
1 (score 3-4) 3-4:high decision making autonomy
0 ( score 0-2) 0-2:low decision making perception
Men’s decision- making perception
4 questions each scored 1=has say; 0=has no say
1 (score 3-4) 3-4:high decision making perception
Attitudes toward wife beating
5 questions each scored 0=agrees with wife
beating;1=disagrees with wife beating
Men’s wife beating perception
5 questions each scored 0=agrees with wife
beating;1=disagrees with wife beating
Attitude toward refusing sex
3 questions each scored 0=disagrees; with refusing
sex;1=agrees with refusing sex
Men’s perception of women refusing sex
3 questions each scored 0=disagrees; with refusing
sex;1=agrees with refusing sex
Agreement
Between man and woman in couple

0 (score 0-4)
1 (score 5)

0-4:low autonomy
5:high autonomy

0 (score 0-4)
1 (score 5)

0-4:low autonomy perception
5:high autonomy perception

0 (score 0-2)
1 (score 3)

0-2:low autonomy
3:high autonomy

0 (score 0-2)
1 (score 3)

0-2:low autonomy perception
3:high autonomy perception

00
(reference)

Wife believes she has low autonomy &
husband/partner believes she has low autonomy

01

Wife believes she has low autonomy but
husband/partner believes she has high autonomy

10

Wife believes she has autonomy but husband/partner
believes she has low autonomy

11

Wife believes she has high autonomy & husband
believes she high autonomy
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3.3.5

Socio-demographic characteristics

A review of the literature identified several socio-demographic variables found to be
associated with women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes:
women’s age,21–29,40–44 employment,24–30,45,57,69,150 education, 21–23,31,36,43,65,137 religion,
21,22,24,26,27,31,32,39,61,151

mass media exposure,43,66,69,152–154 and their spouses’ age,148

education,23,26,38,146,148,152 religion,21,22,24,26,27,31,32,39,61,151 and mass media exposure,153 as
well as the couples’ residence (urban or rural)18,26,27,45,61,152 and wealth
index,19,22,27,43,44,69,130 Therefore, these socio-demographic variables were included in the
analyses.
Age
The EDHS asked each participant ―what month and year were you born?‖13,14 and ―How
old were you at your last birthday?‖13,14 to ascertain their age. The EDHS surveys
collected all respondents’ current age and the ages of the women ranged from 15-49 years
while those of the men ranged from 15-59 years. For the purposes of this study, age was
treated as a continuous variable with the goal of determining what effect each one year
increase in age has on the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes.
Employment status
The EDHS collected information on each respondent’s work status by asking each
participant ―Have you done any work in the last 12 months?‖13,14 and ‖ What is your
occupation, that is, what kind of work do you mainly do?‖13,14 The survey identified
―work‖ as work performed outside of the household.13,14 This study examined the
women’s employment status only.
Education
The participants’ educational background was measured by the EDHS questions ―Have
you ever attended school?‖13,14 and; if ―yes‖ ―What is the highest grade you
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completed?‖13,14 The surveys categorized education as: no education, primary,
secondary, and higher. Due to the high number of individuals without an education and
the small number with higher education, for this study, education was categorized into:
no education, primary, and secondary/higher
Religion
The EDHS captured respondents’ religion with the question ―What is your religion?‖ 13,14
Possible answers included: ―Orthodox Christian, Catholic, Protestant, Muslim, African
Traditional religions or Other.‖13,14 For the purposes of this study, religion was
categorized into three categories: Orthodox Christian, Muslim and Protestant/Other in
accordance with research using the EDHS.19 ,26 The Protestant/Other category included
Protestants, Catholics, African Traditional religions and Others.
Mass media exposure
Mass media exposure is a composite measure of the respondents’ exposure to
newspaper/magazines, radio and television. The 2005 EDHS collected information on
respondents’ exposure to each of the three types of mass media by asking:
1.

“Do you read a newspaper or magazine almost every day, at least once a week,
less than once a week or not at all? 14

2. “do you listen to the radio almost every day, at least once a week, less than once
a week or not at all?”14 and;
3.

“do you watch television almost every day, at least once a week, less than once a
week or not at all?”14

The 2011 EDHS,13 asked these questions as well, except the ―almost every day‖ category
was dropped. Hence, for the 2005 EDHS, the ―almost every day‖ category was
combined with the ―at least once a week‖ category to facilitate comparison between the
two survey data sets. Therefore, each respondent’s mass media exposure was categorized
into one of the following three categories: ―not at all‖, ―less than once a week‖, or ―at
least once a week‖ (a score of 0, 1 or 2 respectively) for each mass media type. A total
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mass media exposure score was then generated by combining each respondent’s exposure
to all three types of mass media to generate a total score ranging from 0-6. For instance,
a respondent who answered ―not at all‖ ( 0 ) to each of the three mass media types would
have a total score of 0 whereas one who answered ―almost every day‖ ( 2 ) to each of the
three types of media would have a total mass media exposure of 6. A mean mass media
exposure score was produced for both the women and their spouses and these mass media
exposure scores were kept as continuous variables.
Residence
Residence reflects the women’s current and long-term place of residence and is
ascertained by the EDHS question ―How long have you been living continuously in
(Name of current place of residence)?‖13,14 Ethiopia is divided into urban and rural
regions and thus each participant is identified as urban or rural resident according to these
geographical divisions. Since only couples who are residing at the same household were
considered for this study, residence is measured at the level of the couple.
Wealth Index
Finally, Wealth Index was the last socio-demographic variables of interest for this study.
The EDHS measured each household’s wealth status as a composite measure taking into
account the ownership of household assets such radio, television, telephone, refrigerator,
bicycles, water type access, electricity, sanitation facilities, and beds among other assets
to produce a composite score of household wealth for each household compared to other
households.13,14 The wealth index of each household is categorized into one of the
following quintiles of wealth: poorest, poorer, middle, richer or richest by the EDHS.
13,14

For this study, the wealth index quintiles were used as they were measured by the

EDHS.
Missing Data
Based on the 2,537 and 6454 couples from the 2005 and 2011 EDHS respectively who
had heard of HIV/AIDS and who were included in the analyses, there was less than 1.0%
missing data for knowledge and less than 0.5% missing data for attitudes for 2005. For
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2011, there was less than 0.5% missing data for both knowledge and attitudes. For the
key independent variables of interest, missing data was minimal as well; for 2005, there
was no missing data for attitudes toward refusing sex. Missing data for decision-making,
attitudes toward wife beating, men’s decision-making perception, wife beating perception
and refusing sex perception was less than 0.5%. For both 2005 and 2011, the variables
without any missing data were women’s age, men’s age, women’s education, men’s
education, residence, and wealth index. In addition, 2005 had no missing data for
women’s religion, 0.6% missing data for women’s mass media exposure and 0.3%
missing data for men’s mass media exposure. Missing data for employment status and
men’s religion was less than 0.05% for both 2005 and 2011. For 2011, missing data for
decision- making was less than 1.5% and less than 0.05% for attitudes toward wife
beating and men’s wife beating perception. Participants with missing data were excluded
from the analyses.
3.4

Statistical Procedures

All statistical analyses were performed using STATA version 11.0. 158 Permission to use
the EDHS data was obtained from the MEASURE DHS Project.88 The aim of this study
was to assess the association between women’s autonomy indicators and their HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. Furthermore, this research intended to determine the
association between the women’s spouses’ perception of the women’s autonomy and
their HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. In order to avoid losing information, the
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes were kept as continuous variables.
Univariate, bivariate and multivariable statistics were used for the analyses. The
univariate and bivariate analyses provide information on the background characteristics
of the data and how each of the independent variables is associated with each of the
dependent variables. Multivariable analyses were used to assess the importance of each
independent variable in explaining the variability of each dependent variable, controlling
for the effect of other independent variables.
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Univariate Analyses
Univariate analyses were performed to obtain a preliminary understanding of the
characteristics of the research data and the variables included in the analyses models.
Descriptive statistics (continuous variables were described with means and standard
deviations (SD) and categorical variables were described with frequency distributions and
percentages) were calculated to describe and summarize the variables of interest for this
study. Differences in the socio-demographic, independent and dependent variables of the
2005 and 2011 EDHS were examined using adjusted Wald test for survey data for
continuous variables ( similar to two sample t-test) such as age and mass media exposure
while Kruskal Wallis was used to examine differences between categorical variables such
as education and religion. Differences on the autonomy indicators between the men and
women were examined by linear regression in each survey.
Bivariate Analyses
Bivariate analyses were performed to assess whether or not there were any associations
between each of the dependent variables ( women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
HIV/AIDS attitudes) and each of the indicators of women’s autonomy, indicators of
men’s perception of women’s autonomy, and the socio-demographic variables of interest
individually. Simple linear regression was used to perform the bivariate analyses.
Multivariable Analyses
A multivariable analysis was performed to evaluate the independent association between
each of the independent variables with each of the two dependent variables while
controlling for other independent variables of interest. Thus, two multiple linear
regression models were run, one for each dependent variable to test this study’s two
hypotheses.
Hypothesis 1: Women with higher autonomy indicators will have more HIV/AIDS
knowledge and more accepting attitudes toward PLWHA compared to women with lower
autonomy indicators controlling for other independent variables of interest (significance
level is at P<0.05).
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Hypothesis 2: Women whose spouses’ perception of their autonomy is higher will have
more HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes toward PLWHA compared to
women whose spouses’ perception of their autonomy is lower.
The variables included in the multivariable model were supported by evidence from the
literature. Model diagnostics confirmed that multiple linear regression was appropriate
for this study given that the outcomes of interest (women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes) were continuous and met the major assumptions of the model: normality,
homogeneity and linearity.156
Multiple linear regression models the linear relationship between two or more
independent variables and a dependent variable by fitting a linear equation to the data
observations and is denoted by the following model:
Y=

0

+

1x1

+

2x2

+ ... +

pxp.

156

In the above equation, x1, x2… xp indicate the independent variables that account for the
variance in the dependent variable Y. The regression coefficients denoted by β are
calculated by the ordinary least squares method (OLS) which fits a best line of ―fit‖ by
minimizing the sum of the squared vertical differences between the data points and the
line.156 B0 represents the intercept or the value of the dependent variable when all
continuous independent variables are zero or at the reference level for each of the
categorical independent variables.156 For continuous independent variables, the beta
coefficients (B 1, B2 etc) represents the change in the dependent variable with each one
unit change in that independent variable while all the other independent variables are held
constant.156 For categorical independent variables (i.e. binary variables with two levels
such as 0 and 1), the beta coefficients represents the difference in the dependent variable
between two categories (0 and 1) of the independent variable while all the other
independent variables are held constant.156
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3.5

Model Diagnostics: Model assumptions and multi-collinearity

3.5.1

Model Assumptions

Model diagnostics were performed to determine whether the linear regression model fit
the data and to ensure that the data did not violate model assumptions: linearity,
normality and constant variance. Failure of the data to meet these model assumptions can
produce biased coefficients and inflated standard errors which then would ultimately
invalidate any statistical inferences.156
3.5.2 Multi-collinearity
Linear regression, similar to other regression methods, is particularly sensitive to
collinearity between independent variables.156 To detect multi-collinearity between these
variables, multi-collinearity diagnostics using variable inflation factor (VIF) statistics
were performed. The VIF detects high collinearity between independent variables and an
VIF greater than 10 indicates high collinearity.156 For this study, high collinearity
between women’s and men’s religion was detected for both the 2005 and 2011 EDHS as
both VIFs were greater than 10. Thus men’s religion was dropped from the multiple
regression models.
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Chapter 4
4 Results
4.1

Univariate Analyses

4.1.1 Distribution of the dependent variables: Women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge and
Attitudes
As shown in Table 2, the women had more HIV/AIDS knowledge in 2011 compared to
2005. In addition, the women had more accepting attitudes toward PLWHA in 2011
compared to 2005.
4.1.2

Distribution of the independent variables

Distribution of the primary independent variable: Women’s Autonomy
As shown in Table 3, women’s decision-making autonomy was higher in 2011 compared
to 2005; however, the difference was not significant between the two surveys. The
women were also more autonomous with regard to attitudes toward wife beating in 2011
compared to 2005 and the difference was significant at P<0.05. The third indicator of
women’s autonomy, attitude toward refusing sex, was only measured in 2005
Distribution of the secondary independent variable: Men’s perception of the
women’s autonomy
As seen in Table 3, the men’s mean wife beating perception which was measured in both
survey cycles showed that the men’s perception of the women’s autonomy by this
indicator was higher in 2011 compared to 2005 and this difference was significant. As
seen in Table 4, some of the women’s autonomy indicators differed significantly from the
men and women’s perspectives.
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Table 2. Distribution of women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge and Attitudes
from the 2005 and 2011 EDHS couples data
Dependent
2005 EDHS Couples
2011 EDHS couples
Variable
data
data
N=2537
N=6454
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
2.58 (1.48)
30.3(1.37)
HIV/AIDS
Knowledge
(score 0-5)
1.67 (1.59)
2.18(1.14)
HIV/AIDS Attitudes
(0-4 score)

Pvalue

0.0000

0.000

*Test of significance: Adjusted Wald test for survey data, P-value significant at P <0.05.
Table 3. Distribution of women’s autonomy and men’s perception of the women’s
autonomy indicators from the 2005 and 2011 EDHS couples data
Independent
2005 Couples
2011 Couples
PVariable
data
data
Value
(N=2537)
(N=6454)
Mean (SD)
Mean (SD)
Women’s autonomy indicators
Decision-making (0-4 score)
2.90 (1.18)
2.99(1.30)
0.10
Attitude toward Wife beating (0-5 score)* 1.85 (1.79)
2.44(1.96)
0.0015
Attitude toward refusing sex (Score 0-3)* 2.36(0.97)
Spouses’ perception of women’s autonomy
Men’s decision making perception (score 2.80(1.10)
0-4)
Men’s wife beating perception (score 03.46(1.74)
3.73(1.73)
0.0015
5)*
Men’s perception of women refusing sex 2.50(0.95)
(score 0-3)*
Test of significance: Adjusted Wald test for survey data, P-value significant at P <0.05
Note: Attitude toward wife beating and attitude toward refusing sex are measures of
women’s emotional autonomy. Men’s wife beating perception and men’s perception of
women refusing sex are measures of men’s perception of women’s emotional autonom
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Table 4. Comparing differences between the women’s and men’s autonomy
indicators
Women’s Autonomy
Indicators

2005
Men’s Autonomy
Couples data Indicators
(N=2537)
Mean

Decision-making (0-4
score)

2.90

Men’s decision making
perception (score 0-4)

2.80

0.000

Attitude toward Wife
beating (0-5 score)*

1.85

Men’s wife beating
perception (score 0-5)*

3.46

0.000

Attitude toward
refusing sex (Score 03)*

2.36

Men’s perception of women
refusing sex (score 0-3)*

2.50

0.000

2005
PCouples data value
(N=2537)
Mean

Linear regression significant at P-value <0.05, for 2011, Attitude toward wife beating & men’s
wife beating perception were significantly different at P-value <0.05.

4.1.3

Socio-demographics characteristics of the sample

Knowing the distribution of the socio-demographic characteristics of the women and
their spouses facilitated the interpretation of the results of this study and its significance.
Table 5 shows the distribution of these socio-demographic characteristics.
The average age of the women was about 30 years in both surveys while the average age
of their spouses was about 37.4 years and 37 years for the 2005 and the 2011 EDHS
respectively. In addition, in 2005, 25.4% of women were employed outside the home
while 35.9% were employed in 2011. The difference in the employment of the women
between the two surveys was statistically significant.
This univariate analysis showed low levels of educational attainment particularly among
the women. In 2005, 75.1% of these women had no education at all, while 19.0% had a
primary education and only 5.9% had a secondary or higher education. The 2011 survey
showed higher levels of women’s education with 65.1% having no education, 28.8%
having a primary education and 6.1 % having a secondary or higher education.
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Educational attainment was also low for the women’s spouses but was higher than those
of the women. In 2005, 53.2% of the men had no education, 34.4% had only a primary
education and 12.4% had a secondary or higher education. The 2011 EDHS also showed
higher levels of men’s education with the number with no education being lower at
44.7% and the number with a primary education being higher at 45.1% compared to
2005. The number of men with a secondary or higher education was slightly lower in
2011 at 9.8% compared to 2005. The educational attainment of the men and women
differed significantly between the two surveys.
With regards to religion, in 2005, 47.0% of the women were Orthodox Christian, 29.1%
were Muslim and, 23.9% were Protestant/Other (this category included Protestants,
African Traditional religions, Catholics and other smaller religious groups). From the
2011 survey, 44.4% of the women were Orthodox Christian, 30.0% were Muslim and
25.6% were Protestant/Other. The Spouses’ religions were similarly distributed. In
2005, 48.1% of the men were Orthodox Christian, 28.9% were Muslim and 23.0% were
Protestant/Other while in 2011, 46.8% of the men were Orthodox Christian, 30.4% were
Muslim and 22.8% were Protestant/Other.
Exposure to mass media was higher in 2011 for both the women and their spouses
compared to 2005. The women’s mean mass media exposure was 0.78 and 1.39 (on a
score of 0-6) in 2005 and 2011 respectively. Similarly, the men’s mean mass media
exposure was 1.57 and 2.19 (on a score of 0-6) for 2005 and 2011 respectively.
Descriptive analyses of these surveys showed that the majority of the couples resided in
rural regions of the country (90.3% in 2005 and 82.7% in 2011) while a small minority
were residing in urban settings (9.7% and 17.3% for 2005 and 2011 respectively).
The wealth index of the couples did not change to a great extent between the two surveys
as seen in Table 5.
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Table 5. Characteristics of the women and their spouses from 2005 and 2011Ethiopia
Demographic and Health Surveys, Couples data
Variable
2005 Couples
2011Couples
Pdata
data
value
(N=2537)
(N=6454)
Mean ±SD or n
Mean ±SD or n
(%)
(%)
Women’s Socio-demographics
30.0±8.25
30.2±8.03
0.52
Women’s age (in years)
Employment Status
Unemployed
1892(74.6 %)
4132(64.1%)
0.0001
Employed
644(25.4)
2314(35.9%)
Women’s education
No education
1905(75.1%)
4201(65.1%)
0.000
Primary
482(19.0%)
1859(28.8%)
Secondary or Higher
150(5.9%)
394(6.1%)
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
1192(47.0%)
2844 (44.4%)
0.000
Muslim
738(29.1)
1922(30.0%)
Protestant/Other
607(23.9)
1640(25.6%)
0.78±1.18
1.39±1.40
0.0000
Women’s mass media
exposure(score 0-6)
Spouses’ Socio-demographics
37.4±9.58
37.1±9.60
0.33
Men’s age (in years)
Men’s education
No education
1350 (53.2%)
2885(44.7)
0.0001
Primary
873(34.4%)
2937(45.5%)
Secondary or Higher
314(12.4%)
632(9.8)
Men’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
1220(48.1%)
2967(46.8%)
0.0001
Muslim
733(28.9%)
1927(30.4)
Protestant/Other
583(23.0%)
1445(22.8%)
Men’s mass media exposure (score
1.57±1.58
2.19±1.66
0.0000
0-6)
Couples’ Socio-demographics
Type of Residence
Urban
246(9.7%)
1117(17.3%)
0.0001
Rural
2291(90.3%)
5337(82.7%)
Wealth Index
Poorest
434(17.1%)
1232(19.1%)
0.0007
Poorer
558(22.0%)
1375(21.3%)
Middle
545(21.5%)
1330(20.6%)
Richer
510(20.1%)
1284(19.9%)
Richest
490(19.3%)
1233(19.1%)
Test of Significance: Adjusted Wald test for continuous variables &
Kruskal Wallis for categorical variables, P-value significant at P<0.05
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4.2

Bivariate Analyses: Women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge

The distribution of the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge from the 2005 and 2011 EDHS
were examined by each of the independent variables of interest as shown in Table 6.
4.2.1 Women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge by women’s autonomy indicators
Higher autonomy in all three indicators of women’s autonomy that were measured in the
2005 EDHS were significantly associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among the
women as seen in Table 6. In addition, higher autonomy in the two indicators measured
in 2011(women’s decision-making and attitude toward refusing sex) were also associated
with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among the women.
4.2.2 Women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge by the spouses’ perception of the women’s
autonomy
Higher autonomy in the men’s decision-making perception and wife beating perception
were significantly associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among the women in
2005 (see Table 6). The men’s perception of the women’s ability to refuse sex (men’s
perception of women refusing sex) was not significantly associated with the women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge in 2005.
In 2011, higher autonomy in the only indicator measured (the men’s wife beating
perception) was significantly associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among the
women.
4.2.3

Women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge by socio-demographic variables

Women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge differed significantly with all the examined sociodemographic variables as seen in Table 6.
Each one year increase in the women’s and the men’s age had a significant and negative
association with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge. Both the women’s employment
status and education were associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge. As seen in Table
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6, employed women had more HIV/AIDS knowledge compared to unemployed women.
In addition, having primary and secondary or higher education was associated with more
HIV/AIDS knowledge among the women during both the 2005 and 2011 surveys. The
men’s education had a similar association with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge.
During both the 2005 and 2011 surveys, women whose spouses had a primary and
secondary or higher education had more HIV/AIDS knowledge than those women whose
spouses had no education at all.
Religion had a significant and negative association with the women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge. In both 2005 and 2011, Muslim and Protestant/Other women had lower
HIV/AIDS knowledge compared to women who were Orthodox Christian. The men’s
religious orientation had a similar association with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge.
Women whose spouses were Muslim or Protestant/ Other had lower HIV/AIDS
knowledge than women whose spouses were Orthodox Christian in both survey cycles.
In addition, both the women’s mass media exposure and their spouses’ mass media
exposure were associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among the women for both
surveys. However, in each survey, the regression coefficient between the women’s own
mass media exposure and the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge was larger than that
between the spouses’ mass media exposure and the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge.
For the couple’s variables, residence and wealth index, rural residence had a significant
and negative association with the women’s knowledge; the HIV/AIDS knowledge of
rural residing women was lower in both the 2005 and 2011 EDHS compared to their
urban dwelling counterparts. The wealth index of the household had a significant
association with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge with higher wealth index being
associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge as seen in Table 6.
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Table 6. Bivariate analysis of Women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge by variables of
interest from the 2005 & 2011 EDHS couples data (Linear regression).
Variable
2005 EDHS
2011 EDHS
Couples data
Couples data
Knowledge
Knowledge

Women’s Variables
Decision making autonomy
Attitude toward wife beating
Attitude toward refusing sex
Women’s age (in years)
Employment Status
Unemployed
Employed
Women’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s Mass media exposure

Coeff.

Std.error

Coeff.

Std.error

0.12*
0.094*
0.18*
-0.011*

0.033
0.024
0.042
.0044

0.17*
0.15*
-0.0078*

0.023
0.016

Ref
0.50*

0.095

0.30*

.058

Ref
0.96*
2.05*

0.11
0.10

0.76*
1.66*

0.060
0.074

Ref
-0.47*
-0.14
0.46*

0.13
0.12
0.028

-0.39*
-0.086
0.34*

0.10
0.11
.020

0.15*
0.13*

0.037
0.025

N/A
0.10*

N/A
0.017

0.097

0.050

N/A

N/A

-0.012*

0.0037

-0.007*

0.003

Ref
0.45*
1.54*

0.087
0.12

0.43*
1.28*

0.061
0.091

Ref
-0.49*
-0.20

0.13
0.12

-0.38*
-0.11

0.099
0.11

.00336

Spouses’ Variables
Men’s decision- making perception
Men’s wife beating perception
Men’s perception of women
refusing sex
Men’s age ( in years)
Men’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Men’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
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Table 6 (Continued)
Variables

2005 EDHS
Couples data
Knowledge

2011 EDHS
Couples data
Knowledge

Coeff. Std.error Coeff. Std.error
Men’s mass media exposure 0.27*

0.024

0.25*

.018

Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban
Ref
Rural
-1.49* 0.15
-0.97* 0 .087
Wealth Index ( for couple)
Poorest
Ref
Poorer
0.31* 0.13
0.14
0. 068
Middle
0.66* 0.12
0.24* 0.072
Richer
0.70* 0.13
0.38* 0.087
Richest
1.61* 0.14
1.22* 0.090
Note:* P-value significant at P<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff. =Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error
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4.3 Bivariate Analyses: Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes
Table 7 shows the bivariate relationships between women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes and the
independent variables of interest.
4.3.1 Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes by women’s autonomy indicators
With respect to the indicators of women’s autonomy, for 2005, all three indicators
(Decision-making, attitude toward wife beating and attitude toward refusing sex) were
positively associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. With each autonomy
indicator, higher autonomy was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes.
Similarly, in 2011, both higher autonomy with respect to decision-making and attitude
toward wife beating were associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes.
4.3.2

Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes by the spouses’ perception of the women’s
autonomy

With respect to the men’s perception of the women’s autonomy, in 2005, all three
indicators were also positively associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. In
2011, increasing levels of the only indicator measured (men’s wife beating perception)
was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in the women.
4.3.3

Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes by the socio-demographic variables

The socio-demographic variables significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS
attitudes were the women’s employment status, education, religion, mass media
exposure, and their spouses’ age, education, religion, and mass media exposure as well as
the couple’s residence and wealth index (see Table 7).
Women who were employed had more accepting attitudes (indicated by higher scores)
than women who were not employed. The women’s education also had a significant and
positive relationship with their HIV/AIDS attitudes. Women with a primary, and
secondary or higher education, had more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in both the 2005
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and 2011 surveys compared to women who had no education at all. The men’s education
had a significant and similar association with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. In 2005,
men’s primary education was not significant; however, women whose spouses had a
secondary or higher education had more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes compared to
women whose spouses had no education at all. In 2011, women whose spouses had
primary, and secondary or higher education, had more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes
than women whose spouses had no education at all.
Both the women’s and men’s religious affiliation had a significant and negative
association with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. In 2005, Muslim and
Protestant/Other women had less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes than Orthodox Christian
women. In 2011, religion had a similar but smaller association with the women’s
attitudes; Muslim and Protestant/Other women had less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes
than Orthodox Christian women. In addition, the spouses’ religion had a comparable
association; in both 2005 and 2011, women whose spouses were Muslim or
Protestant/Other had less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes than women whose spouses were
Orthodox Christian.
Both the women’s own and their spouses’ mass media exposure had significant and
positive association with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. Higher women’s mass media
exposure was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in both the 2005 and
2011 EDHS. In addition, higher men’s mass media exposure was also associated with
more accepting attitudes in the women during both survey cycles.
Each one year increase in the men’s age was significantly associated with more accepting
attitudes in the women. Residence showed a significant but negative association with the
women’s attitudes. Rural residing women had less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in
2005 and 2011 compared to their urban counterparts. Wealth index had a positive
association with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes with higher levels of wealth being
associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes. In 2005, only the two highest levels
of wealth were associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes while in 2011, each
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level of wealth was associated with more accepting attitudes compared to the poorest
wealth level as seen in Table 7.
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Table 7. Bivariate analyses of Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes by variables of interest
from the 2005 & 2011 EDHS couples data (Linear Regression).
Variable
2005 EDHS
2011 EDHS
Couples data
Couples data
Attitude
Attitude
Coeff. Std.error Coeff.
Std.error
Women’s Variables
0.15* 0.024
0.18*
0.019
Women’s decision making autonomy
0.11*
0.019
0.15*
0.014
Attitude toward wife beating
0.14* 0.030
Attitude toward refusing sex
0.0053 0.0030
-0.00073 0.0025
Women’s age (in years)
Employment Status
Unemployed
Ref
Ref
Employed
0.24* 0.070
0.27*
0.049
Women’s education
No education
Ref
Ref
Ref
Primary
0.31* 0.069
0.42*
0.047
Secondary and Higher
1.55* 0.11
1.39*
0.069
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Ref
Ref
Muslim
-0.67* 0.082
-0.25*
0.078
Protestant/Other
-0.82* 0.071
-0.44*
0.085
0.30* .024
0.27*
0.015
Women’s Mass media exposure
Spouses’ Variables
0.18* 0.025
N/A
N/A
Men’s decision making perception
0.15* 0.016
0.12*
0.0134
Men’s wife beating perception
N/A
N/A
Men’s perception of women refusing sex 0.10* 0.035
0.006* 0.0026
0.00014 0.0022
Men’s age ( in years)
Men’s education
No education
Ref
Ref
Primary education
-0.010 0.064
0.22*
0.047
Secondary and Higher
0.96* 0.097
1.07*
0.071
Men’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Ref
Ref
Muslim
-0.62* 0.082
-0.24*
0.077
Protestant/Other
-0.80* 0.074
-0.46*
0.083
0.17* 0.019
0.21*
0.014
Men’s mass media exposure
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Table 7(Continued)
Variable

Couple’s Variables
Residence
Urban
Rural
Wealth Index
Poorest
Poorer
Middle
Richer
Richest

2005 EDHS
Couples data
Attitude
Coeff.
Std.error

2011 EDHS
Couples data
Attitude
Coeff.
Std.error

Ref
-1.45*

0.092

Ref
-0.99*

0. 071

Ref
0.080
0.13
0.23*
1.06*

0.089
0.085
0.087
0.10

Ref
0.14*
0.18*
0.40*
1.18*

0.054
0.056
0.064
0.072

Note:*P-value significant at P<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff. =Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error, N/A (not measured)
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4.4 Multiple Linear Regression results
For each of the two dependent variables of this study, women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge
and women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes, a separate multiple linear regression model was
employed to identify the significant independent variables associated with each of these
two dependent variables in each survey (2005 EDHS and 2011 EDHS). For each
dependent variable, a full model including the interactions between the women’s and
men’s agreement on the autonomy indicators (i.e. women’s decision-making and men’s
decision-making perception, women’s attitude toward wife beating and men’s wife
beating perception, women’s attitude toward refusing sex and men’s perception of
women refusing sex) was first run and the significance of the interaction was assessed.
After concluding that the interaction between the women’s and men’s autonomy
indicators were not significant, each of the models (without the autonomy indicator
interactions) was re-run to assess the main associations between each of the independent
variables with each of the two dependent variables. Table 12 gives a summary overview
of the significant variables associated with each of the two dependent variables from the
multiple linear regression results of the two surveys.
4.4.1

Women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge

For the 2005 EDHS multiple linear regression model, none of the women’s autonomy
indicators were significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge as seen
in Table 8.
The socio-demographic variables that were significantly associated with the women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge, in 2005, were the women’s employment status, education, and
mass media exposure and the men’s secondary or higher education as well as the couple’s
wealth index. Women who were employed had more HIV/AIDS knowledge than women
who were unemployed. Women who had a primary, or secondary or higher education,
had significantly more HIV/AIDS knowledge than women without any education. In
addition, women whose spouses had a secondary or higher education also had more
HIV/AIDS knowledge than women whose spouses had no education at all. Women with
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higher mass media exposure had more HIV/AIDS knowledge. All levels of the wealth
index compared to the poorest level had a positive and significant association with the
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge with the wealthiest level having the largest association
as seen in Table 8.
For the 2011 EDHS multiple linear regression (Table 9), the autonomy indicators
associated with HIV/AIDS knowledge were the women’s decision-making and attitude
toward wife beating. Increasing autonomy in decision-making and attitude toward wife
beating were associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge.
The socio-demographic variables significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge were the women’s education, religion, mass media exposure and their
spouses’ mass media exposure as seen in Table 9. Educated women were more
knowledgeable than women without any education. Education had a dosage response
effect on the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge with women with a secondary or higher
education having the most HIV/AIDS knowledge. In addition, Muslim women had
HIV/AIDS knowledge levels that were significantly less than those of Orthodox Christian
women. Increases in the women’s own mass media exposure and their spouses’ mass
media scores were also associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge among women.
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Table 8. Multiple Linear Regression results of the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge
and independent variables of interest from the 2005 EDHS couples data, (N=2537)
Variable
Coeff.
Std.error P95% Conf.
value Interval
Women’s variables
Decision-making
Attitude toward Wife-beating
Attitude toward refusing sex
Women’s age

-0.014
0.011
0.061
-0.0060

0.032
0.025
0.040
0.0074

0.66
0.67
0.12
0.42

-0.075,0.048
-0.038,0.059
-0.017,0.14
-0.021,0.0086

Ref
0.42

0.085

0.000

0.26,0.59

Ref
0.59
0.68

0.11
0.19

0.000
0.001

0.37,0.81
0.30,1.1

Ref
-0.20
-0.0025
0.18

0.11
0.11
0.042

0.076
0.98
0.000

-0.42,0.021
-0.22,0.22
0.10,0.27

Men’s decision-making perception 0.020

0.034

0.56

-0.046,0.086

Men’s wife beating perception

0.029

.023

0.21

-0.075,0.10

Men’s refusing-sex perception

0.015

0.045

0.75

-0.075,0.10

Men’s age (in years)

-0.0026

0.0066

0.69

-0.016,0.010

Men’s education
No education-reference
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Men’s Mass media exposure

Ref
0.072
0.35
0.0014

0.083
0.15
0.031

0.39
0.018
0.98

-0.092,0.24
0.060,0.64
-0.059,0.061

Employment
Unemployed
Employed
Women’s education
No education-reference
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s mass media exposure
Spouses’ Variables
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Table 8 (Continued)
Variable
Coeff.
Std.error
P-value
95% Conf. Interval
Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban
Ref
Rural
-0.075
0.20
0.72
-0.48, 0.33
Wealth Index
Poorest
Ref
Poorer
0.27
0.12
0.026
0.031, 0.50
Middle
0.48
0.12
0.000
0.25, 0.72
Richer
0.36
0.14
0.010
0.086, 0.64
Richest
0.64
0.17
0.000
0.31, 0.96
Note: P-value significant at p<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff. =Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error, conf. =confidence
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Table 9. Multiple Linear regression results of women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
independent variables of interest from the 2011 EDHS couples data (N=6454)
Variable
Coeff.
Std.erorr P95% Confidence
value Interval
Women’s Variables
0.078
0.021
0.000 .036,0.12
Decision-making
0.061
0.014
0.000 .00033,0.088
Attitude toward wife
beating
-0.00051
.0047
0.91
-0.010,0.090
Women’s age (in years)
Employment status
Unemployed
Employed
Women’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s Mass media
exposure
Spouses’ Variables
Men’s wife beating
perception
Men’s age
Men’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary/Higher
Men’s mass media
exposure

Ref
0.081

0.049

0.10

-0.016,0.18

Ref
0.44
0.59

0.060
0.13

0.000
0.000

0.32,0.56
0.35,0.84

Ref
-0.27
-0.017
0.15

0.082
0.081
0.019

0.001
0.84
0.000

-0.43,-0.11
-0.18,0.13
0.11,0.19

0.011

0.017

0.51

-0.022,0.044

-0.0013

0.0044

0.77

-0.010,0.0073

Ref
0.035
-0.054
0.076

0.056
0.11
0.018

0.54
0.62
0.000

-0.075,0.15
-0.27,0.16
0.040,0.11
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Table 9 (Continued)
Variable

Coeff.

Std.erorr P-value 95% Confidence Interval

Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban
Ref
Rural
-0.069 0.14
0.61
-0.33,0.20
Wealth Index
Poorest
Ref
Poorer
0.042
0.064
0.51
-0.083,0.17
Middle
0.084
0.068
0.22
0.050,0.22
Richer
0.044
0.080
0.59
-0.11,0.20
Richest
0.22
0.12
0.079
-0.015,0.46
Note: P-value significant at p<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff.=Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error
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4.4.2

Women’s HIV/AIDS Attitudes

As seen in Table 10, for the 2005 EDHS multiple linear regression model, the autonomy
indicators significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes were the
women’s attitudes toward refusing sex and the men’s wife beating perception. Increasing
autonomy in attitudes toward refusing sex and men’s wife beating perception were
associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in the women. The sociodemographic variables significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes
were women’s education, women’s religion, and the couple’s residence and wealth index.
Having a primary education was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes
while being a Muslim or Protestant/Other was associated less accepting HIV/AIDS
attitudes in the women. In addition, rural residence was associated with less accepting
HIV/AIDS attitudes in the women compared to urban residence. Furthermore, the
highest level of wealth was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in the
women compared to the poorest wealth index level.
For the 2011 EDHS multiple linear regression, the autonomy indicators significantly
associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes were the women’s decision-making,
attitude toward wife beating and the men’s wife beating perception as seen in Table 11.
Increasing autonomy in decision-making, attitude toward wife beating and men’s wife
beating perception were associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in the
women. The socio-demographic variables significantly associated with the women’s
HIV/AIDS attitudes were the women’s employment, education, religion, mass media
exposure, men’s mass media exposure as well as the couple’s residence and wealth index.
Employed women had more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes compared to women who
were unemployed. Education improved the women’s attitudes; having a primary and
secondary or higher education was associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in
the women. However, religion was associated with more negative (and therefore less
accepting) attitudes with Muslim and Protestant/Other women having less accepting
attitudes than women who were Orthodox Christian. In addition, both the women’s own
mass media exposure as well as their spouses’ mass media exposure was associated with
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more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes. Residence was negatively associated with the
women’s attitudes with rural women having less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes compared
to their urban residents. In addition, compared to the lowest wealth level, women who
came from households belonging to the two highest levels of the wealth index had more
accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes compared to women who came from the poorest
households.
For a summary of the independent variables significant associated with each of the two
dependent variables refer to Table 12.
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Table 10. Multiple linear regression results of Women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes and the
independent variables of interest from the 2005 EDHS couples data (N=2537).
Variable
Coeff.
Std.error P-value 95% Confidence
Interval
Women’s Variables

Decision-making

0.029

0.021

0.18

-0.013,0.071

Attitude toward wifebeating
Attitude toward
refusing sex
Women’s age
Employment status
Unemployed
Employed
Women’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s mass media
exposure
Spouses’ Variables
Decision-making
perception

0.018

0.015

0.23

-0.012,0.049

0.070

0.028

0.013

0.015,0.12

-0.0050

0.0056

0.37

-0.016,0.006

-Ref
0.045

0.058

0.44

-0.069,0.16

Ref
0.21
0.30

0.064
0.17

0.001
0.072

0.092,0.34
-0.027,0.63

Ref
-0.40
-0.64
0.041

0.075
0.073
0.028

0.000
0.000
0.15

-0.55,-0.25
-0.78,-0.50
-0.014,0.095

0.031

0.022

0.16

-0.013,0.075

Men’s wife beating
perception
Men’s perception of
women refusing sex
Men’s age
Men’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary or higher
Men’s mass media
exposure

0.069

0.015

0.000

0.049,0.098

0.016

0.031

0.061

-0.045,0.077

0.008

0.0052

0.13

0.0022,0.018

Ref
-0.039
0.19
-0.021

0.060
0.11
0.021

0.52
0.076
0.32

-0.16,0.079
-0.020,0.41
-0.061,0.020
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Table 10 (Continued)
Variable
Coeff.
Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban
Ref
Rural
-0.56
Wealth Index
Poorest
Poorer
Middle
Richer
Richest

Ref
0.10
0.090
0.12
0.36

Std.error P-value

95% Confidence Interval

0.14

0.000

-0.84,-0.29

0.081
0.080
0.084
0.10

0.21
0.26
0.150
0.000

-0.059,0.26
-0.068,0.25
-0.045,0.29
0.16,0.55

Note: P-value significant at p<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff. =Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error
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Table 11. Multiple linear regression results of the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes and
the independent variables of interest from the 2011 EDHS couples data (N=6454)
Variable
Coeff.
Std.erorr P-value 95% Confidence
Interval
Women’s Variables
0.098
0.015
0.000
0.068,0.13
Decision-making
.052
0.010
0.000
0.032,0.071
Women’s attitude toward
wife-beating
-0.0001
0.0086
0.92
-0.008,0.0074
Women’s age
Employment status
Unemployed
Employed
Women’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary and Higher
Women’s Religion
Orthodox Christian
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s Mass media
exposure
Spouses’ Variables
Men’s wife beating
perception
Men’s age
Men’s education
No education
Primary
Secondary/Higher
Men’s mass media
exposure

Ref
0.10

0.042

0.014

0.021,0.19

Ref
0.17
0.31

.047
0.096

0.000
0.001

0.074,0.26
0.13,0.50

Ref
-0.12
-0.30

0.058
0.061

0.043
0.000

-0.23,-0.0035
-0.43,-0.19

0.094

0.017

0.000

0.061,0.13

0.024

0.017

0.025

-0.0030,0.044

0.0017

0.0034

0.61

-0.005,0.0084

Ref
-0.027
0.010
0.067

0.047
.093
0.016

0.56
0.92
0.000

-0.12,0.063
-0.17,0.19
0.036,0.097
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Table 11 (Continued)
Variable

Coeff.

Std.erorr P-value

95% Confidence
Interval

Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban
Ref
Rural
-0.17
0.086
0.045
-0.34,-0.0035
Wealth Index
Poorest (reference)
Ref
Poorer
0.045
0.051
0.38
-0.054,0.14
Middle
0.043
0.053
0.42
-0.061,0.15
Richer
0.14
0.063
0.032
0.012,0.26
Richest
0.32
0.098
0.001
0.13,0.51
Note: P-value significant at p<0.05, Ref=reference category, Coeff. =Beta coefficient
estimation Std.error=Standard error
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Table 12. Comparison of the significant variables of each dependent variable from
the multiple Linear Regression analyses for the 2005 and 2011 EDHS Couples data.
Variable
2005
2011
2005
2011
EDHS
EDHS
EDHS
EDHS
Knowledge Knowledge Attitude
Attitude
N=2537
N=6454
N=2537
N=6454
Women’s Variables
0.078
0.098
Decision making
0.061
0.052
Attitude toward wife beating
N/A
0.070
N/A
Attitude toward refusing sex
Women’s age (in years)
Employment status
Not working(ref)
Working
Women’s education
No education (ref)
Primary
Secondary &Higher
Women’s religion
Orthodox Christian(ref)
Muslim
Protestant/Other
Women’s mass media
exposure
Spouses’ Variables
Decision making perception
Wife beating perception
Refusing sex perception
Spouse’s age
Men’s education
No education (ref)
Primary
Secondary &Higher
Men’s mass media exposure

0.42

0.59
0.78

0.18

0.10

0.44
0.59

0.21

0.17
0.31

-0.27

-0.40
-0.64

-0.12
-0.30
0.094

0.069

0.024

0.15

N/A
N/A

0.35
0.076

0.067
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Table 12 (Continued)
Variable
Couples’ Variables
Residence
Urban (ref)
Rural
Wealth Index
Poorest (ref)
Poorer
Middle
Richer
Richest

2005 EDHS 2011 EDHS 2005 EDHS 2011 EDHS
Knowledge Knowledge Attitude
Attitude
N=2537
N=6454
N=2537
N=6454

0.27
0.48
0.36
0.64

-0.56

-0.17

0.36

0.14
0.32

Note: Only the significant variables for each of the two dependent variables are listed
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Chapter 5
5 Discussion
Women’s autonomy is associated with outcomes that are important in women’s lives
such as healthcare utilization, maternal and child health, family planning and
contraception use and to their contribution to decisions regarding their households and
families.23,24,26–32,34–46,130,136–143,145,146,148,150,159 The ability of women to contribute to the
decisions that affect their health and well-being has important implications especially
with respect to HIV/AIDS, a disease that impacts women disproportionately.25,43,65,141
This study explored the association between women’s autonomy and their HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. This study also examined the association between the spousal
perception of women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes.
This is important since the transmission of HIV/AIDS between married or cohabiting
couples requires the cooperation of both individuals. Socio-demographic variables such
as the women’s employment, women’s and men’s age, education, religion, mass media
exposure, the couple’s residence, and wealth index were included in the analyses.
It was hypothesized that:1) women who were more autonomous would have more
knowledge about HIV/AIDS and would have more accepting attitudes toward PLWHA
and 2) that women whose spouses had a higher perception of their autonomy would also
have more knowledge about HIV/AIDS and have more accepting attitudes toward
PLWHA compared to women whose spouses’ perception of their autonomy was lower.
This study found both more HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting HIV/AIDS
attitudes in the 2011 EDHS compared to the 2005 EDHS among married and cohabiting
Ethiopian women. In the 2005 EDHS multiple linear regression, none of the autonomy
indicators were significantly associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge.
However, higher autonomy in women’s attitude toward refusing sex and men’s wife
beating perception were associated with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in the
women. In the 2011 EDHS multiple linear regressions, higher autonomy in women’s
decision-making and attitude toward wife beating were associated with both more
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HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes in the women. In addition, higher
autonomy perception (indicated by men’s wife beating perception) was also associated
with more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes. Therefore, the hypothesis that the more
autonomous women would have more HIV/AIDS knowledge in the 2005 data was
rejected since none of the women’s autonomy indicators were significant. Similarly for
2005, the hypothesis that women whose spouses perceived as having higher autonomy
would have more HIV/AIDS knowledge was also rejected given that none of the men’s
autonomy perception indicators were significant. However, neither of these two
hypotheses could be rejected with respect to women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes in 2005.
Moreover, these hypotheses could not be rejected with respect to both HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes using the 2011 survey data.
The socio-demographic variables found to be significantly associated with women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in the multiple linear regressions were women’s
employment, education, religion, mass media exposure, men’s education and mass media
exposure, and couple’s residence and wealth index. Overall, women’s education, mass
media exposure, religion and wealth index had the most consistent associations with
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in both the 2005 and 2011 surveys.
5.1 The association between autonomy indicators and HIV/AIDS Knowledge and
Attitudes
This study found mixed results with regards to the associations between women’s
autonomy (and spousal autonomy perception) and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes. From the 2005 EDHS multiple regressions, none of the autonomy indicators
were associated with women’s HIV/AIDS Knowledge. However, there were positive
associations between some of the autonomy indicators (women’s attitude toward refusing
sex and men’s wife beating perception) and women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. From the
2011 EDHS multiple linear regressions, positive association between women’s autonomy
(decision-making and attitude toward wife beating) and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge
were found. Also in 2011, women’s autonomy (women’s decision-making, attitude
toward wife beating, and men’s wife beating perception) were also associated with more
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positive (and therefore more accepting) HIV/AIDS attitudes in the women. Overall, this
study’s findings indicate positive associations between women’s autonomy and their
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes, with more autonomous women having more
HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes toward PLWHA. These positive
associations are supported by other studies.25,43,46,65,141 As discussed in the literature
review, women who are more autonomous in their relationships as well as women who
are perceived to be autonomous by their spouses have more bargaining power in all
aspects of their lives including their own health.19,26,28,43 Studies have found that more
autonomous women are more likely to seek healthcare and information and are more
knowledgeable about the availability of resources as well as the correct use of
contraception methods such as condoms.19,43,136 In addition, more autonomous women
are knowledgeable about HIV/AIDS ,43,65,141 have more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes
and are more likely to engage in protective behaviours (i.e. condom use, negotiate safe
sex practices, limit the number of partners).22,43,45,46,61,136 Therefore, autonomy is very
important in women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes and can be instrumental in
addressing the disease’s impact on women.
The lack of association between some of the women’s autonomy indicators and women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes is likely due to the limited definition of autonomy
used in this study. Since the EDHS only measured two of the five components of
women’s autonomy (decision-making and emotional autonomy), this study was limited to
using only these components. The literature indicates that the different components of
autonomy have varying relationships with different outcomes, with some components
being better predictors of specific outcomes than others.43,143 Hence, some of the
unmeasured components such as economic/self-reliance autonomy (which enable women
to access information and resources) and knowledge autonomy (autonomy conferred to
women by formal education and exposure to information)32 may have had stronger
associations with this study’s dependent variables. Bloom et al.,43 examined the
relationship between women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
practices in India and found that economic autonomy was the most important determinant
of these outcomes. Snelling et al.,22 and Stephenson,65 also examined the determinants of
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and sexual behavior and found that higher HIV/AIDS
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knowledge and more protective behaviours were associated with higher levels of
education. These studies indicate that economic/self-reliance and knowledge autonomy
may have been more strongly associated with women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes in this study. This study found consistent and positive associations between
women’s education and both women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. As discussed
in the literature review, education was often used as a proxy measure of women’s
autonomy in the past because education enhances women’s autonomy.27,143,145,148 The
study’s positive associations between women’s education and women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes thus indicates that the unmeasured components of women’s
autonomy may also be positively associated with these variables if education is treated as
a proxy measure of women’s autonomy.
Comparing the autonomy indicators from the 2005 and 2011 EDHS, the women’s
autonomy (as measured by their attitudes toward wife beating) was higher in 2011
compared to 2005. In addition, the spouses’ perception of the women’s autonomy
(measured by men’s wife beating perception) was also higher in 2011 compared to 2005.
The fact that both these indicators showed changes in the same direction (higher
autonomy) may reflect changing attitudes regarding wife beating in Ethiopia. Violence
against women in the form of wife beating or intimate partner violence is a pervasive
phenomenon in Ethiopia. 13, 14, 160, 161 However, the 2005 and 2011 EDHS have shown a
decrease in the acceptability of wife beating among both men and women. The percent
of women who agreed with wife beating for at least one reason decreased over the last
two cycles of the EDHS from 81% in 2005 to 68% in 2011.13 ,14 Similarly, the
acceptability of wife beating for at least one reason has also decreased among Ethiopian
men from 52% in 2005 to 45% in the 2011 EDHS.13 ,14 Ethiopia changed its family law
in 2000 and its criminal law in 2005 to protect women and children against domestic
violence and to encourage gender equality.13 These developments coincide with the
changes in attitudes toward wife beating that were observed in this study.
In addition, comparing the women’s autonomy indicators and the men’s perception of
women’s autonomy indicators in each survey cycle, men attributed higher autonomy to
the women than the women attributed to themselves except with respect to decision-
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making. In 2005, the women attributed higher decision-making autonomy to themselves
than the men attributed to them. This is consistent with the literature,28,41,140,149 which has
shown that men generally attribute higher levels of autonomy to the women than the
women attribute to themselves. In this study, in 2005, the men’s perception of the
women’s autonomy was higher on two out of three indicators (men’s wife beating
perception and men’s perception of women refusing sex) than the women’s own
perception of their autonomy (attitude toward wife beating and attitude toward refusing
sex). This was also true for 2011, with men’s perception of women’s autonomy (as
measured by men’s wife beating perception) being higher than the women’s own
autonomy perception (as measured by attitude toward wife beating). Jejeebhoy (2002)149,
Becker et al.(2006)42, and Ghuman et al.( 2006) 140 all found a similar trend where
women under-estimated their autonomy compared to their husbands. Jejeeboy 2002,149
in her study of the effect of women’s and their spouses’ perception of the women’s
autonomy on contraception use in a rural population in India concluded that the men
likely gave what they deemed as socially ―acceptable responses‖ thus over-estimating
their wives’ autonomy; in contrast, the wives may have under-estimated their own
autonomy to conform to social norms. Ghuman and her colleagues,140 also questioned
the validity of the results of their study which looked at women’s autonomy according to
the women and their husbands in five Asian countries; they also attributed the men’s
higher perception of the women’s autonomy to the social desirability bias. In this study,
the social desirability bias likely played a role since Ethiopia is a patriarchal society,133
where men ultimately have the final say on the decisions concerning their wives and
families.
With regard to the one indicator where the women attributed higher autonomy to
themselves than their spouses’ did (decision-making in 2005), this finding is consistent
with a study by Allendorf 2007, 41 that investigated the effect of couple’s report of
women’s autonomy on maternal healthcare utilization in Nepal. This study found that the
women attributed higher decision-making autonomy to themselves than their husband’s
attributed to them. These findings may reflect the men under-estimating the women’s
decision-making autonomy. Education and paid employment are known to increase
women’s decision-making autonomy,146 therefore, for educated women who bring an
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income to the household, their higher estimate of their decision-making autonomy may
reflect their reality.
5.2

Education

Women’s education had the single most consistent association with both the women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes; this underscores the importance of education in
addressing the HIV/AIDS epidemic. Educated women had more HIV/AIDS knowledge
and more accepting attitudes in both the 2005 and 2011 EDHS multiple linear
regressions. These findings are consistent with other studies .21, 22, 43, 63, 65, 67, 71, 77, 93, 121,
152,162, 109

ways.

162

Education is believed to change knowledge and attitudes in several different
First, education leads to information transfer by increasing exposure to

information (either through a formal school curriculum or from mass media or other
channels) about HIV/AIDS, its transmission and prevention, as well as to the availability
of prevention and treatment resources.21,67,109,129,162,163 In this study, increasing levels of
education were associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge; these findings are supported
by the literature.22,65–67
Second, having a formal education alters the thought processes of individuals and enables
them to effectively evaluate and understand how their behavior can result in an
outcome.109 This is important not just for HIV/AIDS prevention but for all preventative
health behaviors.96 Therefore, individuals with a formal education are able to understand
information about diseases (i.e. HIV/AIDS) and thus have better knowledge to protect
themselves.109 Education enhances socio-cognitive and problem-solving skills, which
form the framework of behavioral change theories including the Social Cognitive Theory
which has been used for HIV prevention and treatment programs. 110,162 As discussed in
the literature review, knowledge is a necessary component for behavior change, but it is
insufficient on its own.63,66,69,79,91–93 However, the socio-cognitive and problem solving
skills gained from a formal education enable individuals to examine and evaluate how
their behaviors can lead to HIV infection. Thus, having a formal education enhances an
individual’s understanding of perceived risk and provides the motivation to adopt
protective behaviors.21,96,109 In addition, education in general has been found to increase
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self-efficacy, that is the belief that an individual is capable of performing a specific
behavior to bring about the expected outcome.71,96,162 With respect to HIV/AIDS,
educated people are more likely to believe that they have control over their behaviors and
the disease outcome as opposed to fate or other people.96,162 For instance, educated
women are more likely to use condoms,22,43,70,109,121,162 negotiate safe sex practices with
their partners, and use services such as VCT.74,75 In fact, studies have shown that
HIV/AIDS preventative behaviors increase with increasing levels of education.22,162
More educated women are more likely to seek out information that will enhance their
knowledge and improve their attitudes than uneducated women.18
Third, education is thought to influence individuals’ social networks, which may
consequently influence their behaviors.109,162,164 For instance, educated people are more
likely to associate with other educated individuals who may practice more preventative
behaviors (i.e. limiting the number of sexual partners, condom use, and abstinence)
whereas uneducated individuals tend to associate with other uneducated individuals who
may engage in high risk practices.162,164 Therefore, social environments and norms can
either enhance individuals’ protective or risk taking behaviors.162,164 Moreover, women’s
education has been found to be associated with their membership in social groups where
they may benefit from the membership’s support and exposure to HIV/AIDS information
and resources.63,162 Hence, education influences individuals’ acquisition and
understanding of HIV/AIDS information, risk perception, self-efficacy and their social
networks which then influence knowledge and behaviors.
The association between women’s education and more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes that
was found in this study is also consistent with the literature, 65,70,75,100,106,109,129,162,164–166
although the exact mechanism in which education affects attitudes is unknown. Few
studies,109,162 have hypothesized a direct effect where education promotes positive
attitudes in people toward PLWHA. Education is also thought to indirectly promote
positive attitudes in people toward PLWHA through its effect on knowledge.109,162 By
providing factual information on the causes, prevention, and treatment of HIV/AIDS,
education has been shown to reduce stigma and the consequential negative attitudes
associated with HIV/AIDS.109,162
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Ethiopia has adopted the UN’s MDGs and MDG II is dedicated to achieving universal
access to primary education.90 Although Ethiopia has a long way to go in terms of
realizing this goal, there are improvements in the population education levels. For
example, the percent of women with a primary education was 27.8% in 2011 compared to
18.7% in 2005; similarly, 43.1% of men in 2011 had a primary education compared to
31.1% in 2005.13,14 These changes in Ethiopia’s education provide a backdrop for the
greater women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes observed in 2011 as
well as the associations between education and these variables.
This study also examined the association between the spouses’ education and women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes; men’s education had a less consistent association
with these dependent variables than the women’s own education. The men’s education
(secondary or higher) was only associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge in the 2005
survey and this regression coefficient was smaller than that between women’s education
and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge. This finding is consistent with other studies by
Rahman et al.,152 and Moursand and Kravdal.38 These studies found that women’s own
education was more important to women’s health outcomes than the husbands’ education.
Therefore, the women’s own education appears to be more important for women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes than their spouses’ education in this study also.
5.3 Mass media exposure
The other variable consistently associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge in
this study was the women’s mass media exposure. Higher levels of mass media exposure
were associated more HIV/AIDS knowledge in 2005 and both more HIV/AIDS
knowledge and accepting attitudes in 2011. The men’s mass media exposure was also
associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes in 2011 in the
women; however, these regression coefficients were smaller than those between the
women’s own mass media exposure and the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes. These findings are consistent with the literature .43,63–69,100,104,129,147,152,154,165–167
Mass media such as radio, television, newspapers and magazines are thought to directly
increase knowledge by exposing individuals to information such as the causes of a
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disease, its transmission, prevention, and the availability of resources; mass media can
also dispel myths related to a disease or condition.

96,154

Moreover, effective HIV/AIDS

educational entertainment programs, that is educational programs that are delivered in an
entertaining fashion (based on a behavioral change theory), have been shown to be
effective in not only increasing knowledge but also in altering people’s attitudes and
behaviors.96,154 These programs promote positive attitude and behavior change by using
role models that people can emulate.96,154 Therefore, educational mass media can directly
promote positive attitudes in people through emulation and role models.96 ,154, 168 In
addition, mass media is thought to indirectly promote positive attitudes by increasing
knowledge and dispelling myths about HIV/AIDS.96 Mass media programs such as radio
and television soap operas have been popular methods of educating the general
population about HIV/AIDS over the last decade in Ethiopia.54 For example, a study by
Farr et al., 154 that examined the effectiveness of a radio soap opera called ―The journey
of life‖ that aired between November 2001 to June 2002 in Ethiopia, showed that
listeners of the program had more HIV/AIDS knowledge, more accepting attitudes, and
more preventative behaviors compared to individuals who were not exposed to this
program.
Although exposure to mass media in the general population in Ethiopia has been
increasing over the years, the population’s overall exposure is low.13,14 Mass media
exposure is more common in urban regions where only a minority of the population
resides and women in particular have low exposure levels (in 2011, 53% of men and
68% of women , aged 15-49 years had no mass media exposure in Ethiopia).13 Given
the association between mass media exposure and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes, increasing access to mass media may be beneficial to these women.
The association between the spouses’ mass exposure and the women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes was less consistent than with the women’s own mass media
exposure. In 2011, men’s mass media exposure was associated with more HIV/AIDS
knowledge and more accepting attitudes in the women. A study by Chatterjee ,153 on the
effect of men’s mass media exposure on married women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge in
Bombay, India, found that mass media exposure was positively correlated with women’s
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HIV/AIDS knowledge; and that spouses discussed mass media exposure. Hence, men
who received HIV/AIDS information through the media may transfer some that
information to their wives through discussions thereby enhancing women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. However, the women’s own mass media exposure had stronger
and more consistent associations with the women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge.
5.4 Wealth Index
Associations between the couple’s household wealth index and the women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes were found. Women from the wealthier households had more
HIV/AIDS knowledge in 2005 as well as more accepting attitudes in both 2005 and 2011.
Wealth status had a dosage response effect where higher levels of wealth were associated
with higher levels of knowledge. However, only the wealthiest women had more
accepting attitudes in both the 2005 and 2011 surveys. This study’s finding that higher
household wealth was associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge and accepting
attitudes is consistent with the literature.26,27,43,65,130 These findings are not surprising
given that wealth provides women with opportunities, outside of a formal education and
mass media exposure which were controlled for in this study, to obtain information and
health resources. Wealthier women are more likely to be able to afford travel to areas
such as urban centers, community gatherings, hospitals, and health centers where there
are opportunities for exposure to information which would, in turn, increase their
knowledge and promote more positive attitudes. Since the majority of the population
resides in rural regions in Ethiopia, accessing health information generally means
travelling to urban locations.26,27,130 Hence the ability to afford transportation to urban
locations is a key barrier to accessing health information even when these services may
be free.133,169 Other studies,26,133,153,170 have found that women from wealthier households
were more likely to use ANC clinic, where HIV/AIDS VCT and PMTCT programs are
available in Ethiopia.19,26,54,136
5.5 Residence
Rural residence was negatively associated with the women’s HIV/AIDS attitudes. Rural
women had less accepting attitudes toward PLWHA in both 2005 and 2011. This finding
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is consistent with other studies.18,19,22,26,27,43,169,171 For example, Lal et al.(2000),171 found
that urban residence was associated with more positive attitudes in college students in
Kerala, India. In developing countries including Ethiopia, hospitals, health centers,
educational institutions, and exposure to information are common in urban locations even
though the majority of the population reside in rural locations.26,169 For example, in
Ethiopia, in 2010, 76% of urban women compared to only 26% rural women had access
to ANC clinics where VCT and PMTCT programs were available.54 Hence, the presence
of less accepting attitudes among rural women may reflect the lack of access to
information and resources that can promote positive changes in HIV/AIDS attitudes. 26,133
Moreover, some researchers have hypothesized that urban residence fosters in people
new values and more positive and liberal attitudes toward others who are different than
they are, and to new ideas. 146
5.6

Religion

Women’s religion was associated with less accepting HIV/AIDS Attitudes in both 2005
and 2011 and lower HIV/AIDS knowledge levels in 2011. Muslim and Protestant/Other
women had less accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in both 2005 and 2011 compared to
women who were Orthodox Christian. In addition, Muslim women had less HIV/AIDS
knowledge levels in 2011 compared to Orthodox Christian women. This study’s findings
of negative association between religion and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes is supported by other studies,

43,151,166,172,173

that explored associations between

religious affiliation and HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. These observed differences
may be due to variations in the religions’ beliefs 151, which were not explored in this
study.
5.7 Employment
Employment status was not as consistently associated with this study’s two dependent
variables as some of the other independent variables such as education and mass media
exposure. Women’s employment was only associated with more HIV/AIDS knowledge
in 2005 and more accepting HIV/AIDS attitudes in 2011. There is lack of studies that
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have examined the direct effect of employment on HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes;
employment is generally measured as part of the larger socio-economic or wealth status
of households. However, in this study, the direct association between women’s
employment and their HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes was of interest. Married or
cohabiting women’s employment may have an effect above and beyond what is indicated
by their households’ wealth-index by giving women independent access to information
and resources.27,40,44,136,137,140,174 The association between women’s employment and
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes may be through mediation of one of the
unmeasured components of women’s autonomy, particularly women’s economic/selfreliance autonomy, which was not measured by the EDHS. Employment has been shown
to increase African women’s economic autonomy,136 and women’s economic autonomy
is known to increase women’s bargaining power with their spouses, their access to
information and health services, as well as their knowledge and health seeking behaviors.
26,40,45,136,174

Hence, this study’s findings suggest that employment may be acting as a

proxy of measure of women’s economic autonomy. Women’s economic autonomy’s
association with women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes are supported by the
literature, 25,43,45,46,65,136,139 For example, Bloom et al.,43 found that economic autonomy
(conferred to women by independent access to money through employment) was the
single most important factor associated with women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
behaviors in three States in India which differed in cultural practices.
5.8

Study contributions and policy implications

This was the first known study that has examined the relationship between women’s
autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes in Ethiopia and in SubSaharan Africa. This was also the first known study to have examined the association
between men’s perception of women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge
and attitudes in Sub-Saharan Africa. Hence, this study addressed one of the key
criticisms of the literature on women’s autonomy; that researchers have often treated
women’s autonomy as an independent variable by neglecting to consider the important
role men play in decisions relating to women’s lives and health.26,40,136,148 As discussed
in the literature review, women’s autonomy is strongly influenced by women’s social and
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cultural environments and men play a dominant role, especially in developing countries
where wide gender disparities exist.24,122,136,145 Therefore, a key contribution of this study
is that it examined both the association between women’s autonomy as well as the
women’s spouses’ perception of the women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. Although the findings of this study with regard to the
association between women’s autonomy (and men’s perception of women’s autonomy)
and women’s knowledge and attitudes were mixed, they did indicate an overall positive
association warranting further investigation. The incorporation of the men’s perception
of women’s autonomy (and its positive association with the women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes), as well as the discrepancies between the men and women on
the women’s autonomy indicate the need to emphasize and encourage cooperative
preventative behaviors between couples with respect to HIV/AIDS.
Furthermore, the findings that education and mass media exposure are associated with
more HIV/AIDS knowledge and more accepting attitudes in women underscore the
importance of these factors in HIV/AIDS prevention efforts. Ethiopia and other countries
in Sub-Saharan Africa facing similar impacts of HIV/AIDS on women could use the
findings of this research to inform their HIV/AIDS prevention, control and treatment
programs and initiatives. These countries should provide women and girls with more
opportunities for education given education’s association with women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes. Education has been shown to improve not just women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes but populations’ overall health through the adoption
of preventative behaviors and by increasing their socio-economic status through
increased employment opportunities.38,41 In addition, education is also associated with
increasing women’s autonomy.28,39,41,149 Ethiopia, by ratifying the UN’s MDGs, has
pledged to improve the overall health of the population with emphasis on women’s
health, a group disproportionately affected by health issues including HIV/AIDS.
Therefore, emphasis on education will enable Ethiopia and other countries in SubSaharan Africa in realizing their MDGs. Specifically increasing education for women and
girls will assist these countries with their efforts to achieve the following three MDGs: II
―achieve universal primary education‖51; III: ―promote gender equality and empower
women‖51 and; VI: ―combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other major diseases.‖51
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Mass media exposure, similar to education, exposes individuals to information that can
help inform, educate, and motivate them to adopt preventative behaviors across a range
of health outcomes including HIV/AIDS.152,175 Thus, expanding mass media access to its
population will also assist Ethiopia in addressing the impact of HIV/AIDS on women by
increasing women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and by promoting more accepting attitudes
toward PLWHA. The literature shows that women’s perception of their personal HIV
infection risk is high and therefore this group may benefit from increased media
exposure.162 Given mass media’s association with women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes, the Ethiopia National HIV/AIDS Council and other Sub-Saharan countries’
HIV/AIDS campaigns should increase their utilization of mass media to deliver effective
HIV/AIDS educational programming. In 2011, 53% of men and 68% of women, aged
15-49 years, had no mass media exposure in Ethiopia. 13 The governments of Ethiopia
and other Sub-Saharan countries should examine and address barriers to mass media
exposure given this information channel’s positive association with more HIV/AIDS
knowledge and more accepting attitudes.
5.9

Study limitations

The use of secondary data has strengths and limitations; the primary limitation of this
study was the cross-sectional nature of the survey data used. Cross-sectional surveys do
not allow inferences of causation between independent and dependent variables. In
addition, there may be external factors that confound the relationship between these
variables that may not have been controlled for. As a result, we cannot be certain that the
observed changes in women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes are the result of their
increased autonomy and other significant variables.
A second limitation of this study was the possibility of social desirability bias. It is
plausible that respondents gave answers to the survey that they thought the interviewers
wanted to hear or that were ―socially‖ acceptable. The measures of women’s autonomy
and men’s perception of women’s autonomy were especially susceptible to this bias as
indicated by the observed discrepancies between the men and women on the women’s
autonomy.
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In addition, this study was limited to using only the components of autonomy that were
measured by the EDHS instead of all five components that encompass the multidimensional construct of women’s autonomy. Since the EDHS only measured decisionmaking autonomy and emotional, this study was limited to using only these two
indicators. As discussed in the literature, using only some of the components of
autonomy can result in unexpected findings. This study would have benefited from
including all the five components of autonomy and may have been better able to detect
the relationships between women’s autonomy and their HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes across both survey cycles. Furthermore, even with the components of autonomy
that were measured by the EDHS, some were dropped in the latter survey (i.e. attitude
toward refusing sex, men’s decision-making perception and men’s perception of women
refusing sex). Therefore, this study was unable to examine changes in these indicators
between the two surveys. More importantly, the lack of consensus on the definition and
operationalization of the construct of women’s autonomy in the literature could have
contributed to the mixed findings of this study with respect to the relationship between
women’s autonomy ( and men’s perception of women’s autonomy) and the women’s
HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. Also, there may have been other important
contextual factors not captured by the autonomy indicators as measured by the EDHS
that affected this study’s findings.
5.10

Future Research

Future DHS should aim to collect information that assesses all five components of
women’s autonomy to allow researchers to fully examine the relationship between
women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes. Additionally,
DHS should collect the same measures over time to allow researchers to study temporal
changes. More research, especially longitudinal studies, exploring the relationship
between the different components of women’s autonomy and women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes are encouraged to clarify the implications of this relationship to
HIV/AIDS prevention programs, strategies, and policies. Furthermore, more research
and consensus on the definition and operationalization of the construct of women’s
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autonomy is needed to advance the understanding of how this construct truly affects
important outcomes in women’s lives.
5.11 Study Conclusions
Overall, this study found that married and cohabiting Ethiopian women’s HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes were higher in 2011 compared to 2005. This is encouraging
since women are disproportionately impacted by HIV/AIDS and given that HIV/AIDS
knowledge and attitudes are cornerstones to HIV/AIDS prevention, control, and
treatment.76,80,81,100,104 This study supports the importance of women’s autonomy,
education, and mass media exposure in addressing the disproportionate impact of
HIV/AIDS on women in Ethiopia and across Sub-Saharan Africa. Addressing these
factors may contribute to alleviating the impact of HIV/AIDS on women by increasing
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and by promoting more accepting attitudes toward
PLWHA. The positive association between women’s autonomy (and men’s perception of
women’s autonomy) and women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge in 2011 and HIV/AIDS
attitudes in both 2005 and 2011 is encouraging given the current focus on addressing
gender inequalities to respond to HIV/AIDS’s impact on women by the United Nations
and its partners.4 Ethiopia and other Sub-Saharan countries should focus on improving
women’s autonomy, education, and mass media exposure since these variables were
more consistently positively associated with women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and
attitudes. This study’s finding that other independent variables were also associated with
women’s HIV/AIDS knowledge and attitudes (i.e. religion, employment, wealth index,
and residence) is important but these variables are less easily amenable to change. For
example, addressing variables such as religion would be complex and moving
populations to urban locations is impractical. However, Ethiopia and other UN partner
countries already have strategies to improve education, mass media exposure and the
promotion of gender-equality.90
In conclusion, Ethiopia and other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa must increase and
emphasize their efforts and funding for education, mass media exposure, and genderequality promotion in order to address not just the impact of HIV/AIDS on women but
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the overall health of their populations. Lastly, Ethiopia and other countries in SubSaharan Africa should continue addressing gender inequalities by giving girls and women
equal opportunities to education, employment, information, and health services
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